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THE MOVIMIENTO:

CAMPUS CLiJBS UNITE, MARCH FOR CHANGE
by Katrina Smith
Staff reporter

Ever since Jim Gilchrist, founder of
the border-watching Minuteman Project, and Michael Cutler, a retired federal immigration agent, spoke in February,
the Central student body has been up in
arms about diversity issues on campus.
Between several slanderous remarks
and a heated debate, students were
amazed at what they both witnessed
and heard.
"Everyone felt threatened," said
Diversity Education Center Program Coordinator Natalie
Washington. "They wouldn't
let the students be heard,
students began threatening
other students and it just
wasn't okay."
After much thought,
Washington took it upon
herself to give the student
body a voice.
After quick preparation, a
petition was introduced and
a walk scheduled for last
Thursday, May 1.
"This is an act of frustration," Washington said.
"The students are angry
with the diverse image
CWU portrays and what
is actually being done
about it."
Before the walk, the
petition was circulated
throughout campus for student signatures to solicit their help and inform
them about the diversity problems athand.
Tables lined the SURC, where diversity clubs such as the Filipino American
Student Association (FASA), the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance (GALA), Black Student
Union, College Republicans, Academic

Advising and the Equity and Services
Council, offered students several different-colored ribbons, all signifying a different diverse aspect, such as ethnic
background or sexual orientation.
These ribbons were to be attached to a
black armband given to the participants to
wear who were taking part in the walk.
"It allowed for students to hear
about the diversity clubs CWU offers in
order to obtain a ribbon, and gave them
a choice to stand up for that specific ·
group,''. Washington said.
The walk began at 11 :45 a.m.
inside the SURC and ended outside of Barge Hall to serve CWU
President Jerylin Mcintyre the
completed petition.
At the time of the walk,
there were 763 signatures
and more than 100 students in attendance.
Outside of Barge Hall,
speeches were given
by Washington, and junior
Law and Justice and So\:iology
major Domonique Meeks.
A scripture was read by
the Central Baha'i chapter
and words of support were
offered by members of
Academic Advising.
When a small group
delivered the petition to .
' Mcintyre's office, they
were greeted by the Executive Assistant to the President, Libby Street.
"Interestingly enough, 'we were
told that Dr. Mcintyre was out of town,"
said Washington. "But, we were
informed by both students and faculty
members that she was still in town."
Street informed students that she
would give the petition to Dr. Mcintyre
when she returned to campus.

photos by Brianne Jette/Observer

Above: Senior
anthropology major
Natalie Washington and
senior art major Harvey
Cu lead supporters
along University Way to
Barge Hall to deliver a
petition and to
President Mcintyre.
Left: Sophomore
theatre performance
major David Reimer
gets help with his .
armband from
Sophomore marketing
major Nicole Lalwani.

SEE DIVERSITY PAGE 4

Ungrammatical identity: speaker redefines sexual orientation
by Sarah Hazel
Staff reporter

Grammar can be boring, tedious and completely useless, according to many college students, but what about when it comes to one's own
body? Ungrammatical identity was just one of the
issues brought up at last week's lecture presented
by Dr. Melissa Wilcox.
The lecture, titled "The Sacred (and the)
Self: Queer Women and Identity Negotiation,"
included topics relating to gender, sexual orientation and religion.
Wilcox is the director of the gender studies program and assistant professor of religion at Whitman College in Walla Walla. She was asked by
representatives of Central's women's studies program to speak about her upcoming book, "Spirituality and Sex in the City: Queer Religiosities in

''[The participant] thought that God would eventually
come to accept gay men and lesbians because she said
"I don't think he has a choice.''
MELISSA WILCOX, DIRECTOR OF GENDER STUDIES, WHITMAN COLLEGE

Theory and Practice."
Wilcox's definition of the term ungrammatical
identity was partially derived from other scholars, but
explored more in-depth through research.
Ungrammatical identity occurs when two aspects of
an individual's identity don't coincide or read properly.
One example Wi Icox used came from one of the
women studied in her upcoming book.
This woman was female-born and identified as a

female, but lived as a man. Wilcox said that one
ungrammatical identity, in this woman's case, was
sexual orientation.
"This already causes some lack of grammaticality
... if you identify as both a woman and a man,"
Wilcox said. "What happens when somebody asks
you, 'Well, how do you identify in terms of sexual orientation?' Our concepts of sexual orientation are
based on the assumption of a fixed gender."

Another idea that Wilcox explored was the power struggle between body and mind.
One example of this is the mind's unwillingness
to accept the body's sexual orientation, because of
any negative connotations the mind may have
learned from society.
Phillip Downes, sophomore philosophy and religious studies major, thought the idea was important
because it showed that what the body feels can sometimes take precedence over what the mind feels.
"I think my favorite part was [Wilcox] talking
about how yqur body sort of [controls] your mind~'
Downes said. "I think that was a very interesting twist
to normal thought where our mind rules our bodies."
Another problem with this identity dilemma is
religion. The main question that Wilcox asked herself
and the religious leaders she interviewed was: where
are all the women?
SEE IDENTITY PAGE 4
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Acknowledging biases tound in media
by Kevin Opsahl
Staff reporter
Conservative radio talk show personality Michael Medved accused the mainstream media of liberal bias. He said that
while bias cannot be stopped, it can be
corrected if people are selective about
which medium to support.
"If you notice bias in a given newspaper, get a different newspaper; if you
notice bias on a TV show, don't watch
the TV show," Medved said. "I happen
to believe that it is far better to have an
unfettered marketplace of ideas, but let
people label and admit and acknowledge their biases."
Medved, who is the host of the
"Michael Medved Show" in Seattle,
gave the lecture in the Student Union

Ballroom on April 30.
Medved said most news organizations make an attempt to be fair, but he
is sometimes surprised at "how· naked"
the liberal bias is.
"I am not saying that every story is
biased," Medved said. "... what I am
saying is that when bias is discernable particularly in print media and particularly in television - it is almost always
discernable to the left."
The author and film critic said that
no one can remove themselves from
their own values or beliefs.
"What we are talking about is
human nature," Medved said. "There
can be no one - no one in the United
States - that is unbiased. One of the stupidest things in the world is that there
can be this pretense that ... people who
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are covering the news are able to Fairness Doctrine, a Federal Communiremove themselves completely from cations Commission regulation created
any ... agenda .... What nonsense!"
in 1949 that all political coverage on
Medved said liberal bias can be out- radio and television had to be honest
lined through surveys of newsmakers, a and balanced (the Supreme Court overcontent analysis on the number of sto- turned it in 1987). Medved stressed that
ries on different party campaigns and debate is important in society.
studies of how TV watching impacts
"I'm proud to be conservative," said
voting behavior.
Medved, who was a registered democHe cited a 1972 survey where a rat during his days as a student at Yale
large majority of reporters said they Law School. "One of the lessons I
were voting for Richard Nixon's Demo- learned is never apologize for partisancratic opponent George McGovern in ship ... this entire world of political disthe presidential election.
course and discussion is new.... Why
Democrats make headlines more should a government bureaucrat
often than Republicans on a count of 3:1, impose balance? It's crazy!"
according to Medved. Of those stories,
The conservative talk show host, who
an overwhelming number of them are supports Sen. John McCain, couldn't
help but dabble into presidential politics.
positive toward democrats.
The syndicated radio talk show host
"People in the press have been comsaid. people who watch more TV are pletely captivated and enchanted by
likely to be liberal-leaning and peo- Sen. Barack Obama," Medved said.
ple who watch less or no TV are like- "Partially it's the novelty of having a
ly to be conservative.
very credible leading African American
He went on to say that television candidate. He is a very fine public
offers no balance because bad news, speaker and it's just a great story ... The
invasion and immediacy are factors number of harsh stories about Obama is
that "work powerfully to make peo- virtually non-existent. Even in conservaple more liberal."
tive media, people are afraid of tapping
He cited the outing of the identity this guy."
The audience last Wednesday
of CIA agent Valerie Plame, stories
on crime and cable news coverage included CWU students, faculty and
of the U:S economy, which many members of the Ellensburg community.
believe is in a recession.
Many of them were registered Republi"You know the old slogan for TV, cans and fans of the radio show.
'If it bleeds, it leads'," Medved said. _
"I like this radio show because he
"That's what you want. ... Under- gives the opportunity for different
stand that liberalism depends on sides," John Landon of Ellensburg said.
convincing people that they are "When you look primarily on mainsuffering, that reality stinks, that stream television you have a one-sided
they [are] powerless and that they view and nobody counters it ... and
need some sweeping new govern- they don't even give you a hint that it's
possible that the opposing side ... has a
ment program to help them.'~
Medved said liberal bias extends justification for the way they think."
Following the nearly hour-long
beyond the news - it's also in entertainment media.
speech, the commentator took several
He cited the positive treatment of questions from the audience. Afterminority groups on television shows wards, he signed copies of his 2005
and said that most movies about the autobiography, "Right Turns: From LibIraq War take an anti-war stance.
eral Activist to Conservative Champion
He noted that people spend far in 35 Unconventional Lessons."
Medved -began is career in radio at
more time watching their favorite
primetime shows than they do pay- ~ the age of 16. His three hour daily show
ing attention to current events.
is now broadcast on 230 stations coast
"It's because those media are to coast and reaches more than 3.75
overwhelmingly visual, which is why million listeners.
you will find in movies and on televiMedved's speech was sponsored by
sion a much greater bias than you the CWU College Republicans as their
will in print media," Medved said.
fourth installment of the CWU ConservIn his lecture he slammed the ative Lecture Series.
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Central students question affectiveness of designated smoking
areas available on campus, find no workable alternative
by Cortney Iseman
Special to The Observer
Sunny skies, hiking, the occasional snow shower and Ellensburg's famous wind: signs
that winter has ended and
spring is, in fact, finally
here.
For those who frequent the SURC, some
may also choose to add
enormous clouds of cigarette smoke to that list.
On the West side of
the Student Union and
Recreation
Center,
many student ·and
faculty members
smoke on the
covered patio
by the basalt
rock
columns
located outside
of the building.
Unfortunately
for non-smokers,
many
walk
through
this
area
in

,

order to enter or exit the bu ii ding onto the Walnut Mall.
"It is irritating because you have no choice
but to breathe in the smoke," Candice Johnson,
freshman undeclared, said. "It is very offensive
being so close to the door; you might as well
have it anywhere, since you still have to walk
through it in such an enclosed place."
Washington State Initiative 901, which
banned smoking in public places and within
25 feet of any doorway, window, or vent;
passed in 2005, and was designed to reduce
the effects of second hand smoke on the nonsmoking population.
Although the place people smoke is outside the 25-foot boundary described in the
law, the smoking area's proximity to
entrances of public buildings is cause for
concern within the Central Washington University community.
Ron Munson, environmental health and
safety manager, stated that to his knowledge,
the current smoking area is not an officially
designated smoking area.
"The [cigarette] bud disposals are in place
so that people can dispose of their cigarettes
before entering the building," Munson said.
"So, while it is outside the 20-foot limit, it
doesn't necessarily mean that the area is for
smoking in."
The \/;lest SURC patio is not the only place
for smokers to congregate on campus.
"I don't care about where the
smoking places are, but you
wi 11 get jackasses who

demand to be as close to the door as they
can be," Jonathan Arthur, junior geography
major, said.
While Arthur is a smoker, he doesn't have
any problem with banning smoking on the
patio because there are plenty of other places
on campus to inhale.
Despite some student concerns, com.plaints
about secondhand smoke are few.
"We don't get many smoking-related complaints in this office," Munson said. "If people
do have a problem, it is the responsibility of the
administration to do something about it."
According to Steve Rittereiser, assistant vice
president of business auxiliaries and public
safe~y, complaints about smokers focus more
on the location of benches and smoke than the
behavior of certain individuals.
"For the most part, the smokers on campus
have respected the lines drawn out by the law
and the school," Rittereiser said.
However, students have voiced concerns
about secondhand smoke drifting into designated "non-smoking areas".
"The smoking outside the West side of the
SURC is a big issue; it has been ever since the
building opened," said Pedro Navarrete,
ASCWU VP for Student Life and Facilities.
Navarette points out that the location
where people smoke outside buildings is usually confined to one spot, which limits the
spread of smoke.
"Anyway you point them, smokers are in the
path of the students, and those students who do not
smoke will have to breathe it in," Navarette said.
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U.S. alone,

20 percent of adults
smoke cigarettes.

400, 000

More than
people

die per year
from smoking.

Each year, secondhand
smoke kills

3, 000

from lung cancer.

Of 44.5 million people
who smoke worldwide,
70 percent want to

quit.

Secondhand smoke
kills

3 5, 000 from
heart disease yearly.

Whaf are you smoking? ·

Smoking Facts

Ingredient:

Common use:

Carbon monoxide

Car exhaust

Copper

Electric 'Wiring

Tar

Road surfaces

percent, have at least their basic General

Nicotine

Pesticide

Educational Development diplomas.

Acetone

Paint stripper

Ammonia

Cleaning agent

Current smoking is more prevelant among

Arsenic
Benzene
Butane
Formaldehyde
Hydrogen cyanide
Methanol
Methane
Toluene

Rat poison

Swamp gas
Industrial ·s olvent

DDT

Insecticide

Radon

Radioactive gas

Polonium

Radioactive fallout

People in the highest group of smokers, 40

men (23.4percent) than women (18.5 percent).
For every packet of cigarettes smoked, add
$8 that society pays for medical and lost productivity costs. The economic costs of smoking total approximately $3780 per smoker
per year; This equates to over $160 billion in
health-related costs due to smoking.

Petrol fumes
Lighter fuel
Embalming fluid
Poison gas
Rocket fuel

g
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IDENTITY: Guest spea~er shares
views on spiritual, sexual choices

Tetsushi Takiguchi
Special to The Observer

continued from cover
According to Wilcox, gay men drastically outnumbered gay women in almost
every congregation she researched.
" Over and over again we're seeing
congregations with something like 70
percent, 80 percent, 90 percent male
membership. The religious leaders are
puzzled [and] the academics studying
them are puzzled."
Wilcox, in order to find possible
participants for her research, decided to
change her wording. Instead of asking
women if they identified with a religion,
she opted to ask if they considered
themselves spiritual. She ended up with
29 core participants.
"When you broaden the question, that's
when you start to really pick up answers,"
Wilcox said. "The narrowness of the questions themselves in the previous research is
what had been keeping people from seeing
what women were doing."
The previous research that Wilcox is
referring to is the number of studies
conducted on religion relating to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
people (LGBT) dating back to the '70s.
Wilcox wanted to focus on the topic of
religion and identity because she felt
that a lot of the studies done in the past
were not reliable.
One such study was conducted by two
sociologists involved in the anti-cult movement. They studied the metropolitan
church, which was a denomination founded to specifically serve LGBT Christians.
, "They came to the conclusion that it
was essentially just a glorified place to
pick up hot dates," Wilcox said,
Wilcox's research results portray a
very different picture, Every woman she
studied was involved with a congrega-
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tion in som e way or another. ·
Wilcox believes that the difference
in average ages that men and women
come out could be partially to blame.
The pattern has been that men come
out younger, usually at age 15 or 16,
while women come out at a later age,
usually at age 18 or 19. The issue with
th.is is that the majority of people leave
their childhood religion at age 17.
"What that means is that men are
negotiating between religious and queer
identities while they're still involved in a
religion, and women have already left
their childhood religions," Wilcox said.
Regardless of the fact that fewer gay
women attend church than gay men,
Wilcox did find an overwhelming presence of spirituality with all of her participants, Outlooks on religion were
varied, but most of the women she
spoke to were comfortable with their
identities - religious or otherwise.
One woman Wi Icox spoke to was
optimistic about religion, about God
and about the predominant perception
regarding LGBT people and religion .
"[The participant] thought that God
would eventually come to accept gay men
and lesbians because she said, 'I don't think
he has a choice,'" Wilcox said.
The response to the lecture was
overwhelmingly positive, and most of
the audience members hoped that more
time could have been allotted.
"I thought it was very interesting,"
Peter Jewell, sophomore religious studies major, said. "She was very knowledgeable on the subjects. I wish we
would have had more time just so she
could delve more into what she's really
passionate about."

''Kyokushin had

Ian Quitadamo is a biology professor at Central and also a karate
instructor. As a fourth-grade holder
(Yon-dan) in Kyokushin-kaikan
karate, Quitadamo embodies a love
of the natural environment and skills
gained while training and mastering
martial arts.
Students and faculty alike find
Quitadamo's disciplined nature to
be one of his best attributes.
IAN QUITADAMO,
"He was not a type of guy who
could be a fighter when I started
BIOLOGY PROFESSOR
training him," said John Adams, who
has been training Quitadamo more
than 20 years and is now an execuother martial arts, because it pushes
tive chief of North West Kyokushinathletes to their physical and mental
kai. "When I started training him, he
limit. As a result, he spends as much
did not look like the kind of person
time training mentally and physically.
who could become a good fighter."
"I have never thought of quitting
According
to
Adams,
karate even though it was not easy to
Quitadamo did not seem like a pertrain and study at the same time," said
son who was gifted enough to
Quitadamo.
become a high-grade holder.
Quitadamo has had to balance
"It should have been such a hard
training and studies en-route to earning
training for hini," Adams said. "But
his doctorate in biological studies in
he never gave up. He might not
2002. Despite a lack of support by his
have had a natural gift to become a professors, Quitadamo used his
good fighter, but he had [heart] and
Kyokushin skills to mentally prepare for
it's always important to be strong."
- his dissertation.
More than heart and persever"Kyokushin had trained me mentalance, Quitadamo draws inspiration
ly, and taught me to push harder and
from Karate.
harder to my limit," said Quitadamo. "I
"I was really fascinated with getalways told myself, 'I can do this. It's not
ting involved into karate," said
my limit yet,"'
Quitadamo. "I actually started trainAs a professor at Central,
ing from jujutsu when I was 17Quitadamo finds parallels with the natyears-old. But there is no punching
ural sciences and karate.
or kicking in jujutsu."
"People may think of karate as only
According
to
Quitadamo,
a physical discipline, but it is not,"
Kyokush i is much harder than any
Quitadamo said. "Karate is also a men-

trained me mentally,
. and taught me

to push harder
and harder to
. .. ''
my 11m1t.

tal exercise as well ."
He noted that study is boring, but an
essential part of achieving success in
school and life. The mental strengthening that comes with Kyokushin training
helps people overcome a variety of life's
cha I lenges.
"I always tell my students, both in
karate and biology class, to work harder, because I know they can do better
than they think," Quitadamo said.
Because he seeks high expectations
and is willing to see his students grow,
Quitadamo is seen by many as someone who truly cares about each student,
and is very helpful if students do not
understand.
"He is engaging and always dedicated to students," Kari Taylor, secretary in
the biology department said . "He
always encourages students to do their
best."
This willingness to help students is
reflective of the mentoring he has
received from his karate instructors.
"He is the toughest professor I have
ever taken," Riyo Awa, senior biology
major said. "He expects students to do
tons of work in the class and spend
extra time in labs. Tests are always brutal. I felt like I was always behind the
class, but in the end, my grade was
much higher than I anticipated."
·
Students are surprised to learn that
Quitadamo does not rely solely on tests
when factoring course grade. He really
cares about an eagerness to learn and
how much effort students put into their
work.
"When students have problems with
him, he always tries to hear them," Awa
said . "He follows the argument through
until the conclusion makes sense with
each other."
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Students donate pint, save three lives S&A tees
''w
locus on
Bridges

by Ila Dickenson
Staff writer

Central students have the opportunity to save
three lives, lose 650 calories in only an hour and
have an excuse to skip class by donating a pint of
blood this Tuesday.
The Civic Engagement Center (CEC) and the
American Red Cross are co-sponsoring a blood
drive from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on May 13 in the Student Union Ballroom.
Patricia Doshier, senior elementary education
major and community health liaison for the CEC, is
excited to help students help the people around them.
"I thought it'd be a really nice event to get students involved on campus as well as doing something good for the community and the nation,"
Doshier said. "It's just the right thing to do."
Only 37 percent of Americans are eligible to
donate bloQd. In light of this, those who can are
encouraged to.
To donate, the Red Cross requires that one must be
at least 17 years old, 110 pounds and in good health.
A donor's b-lood cannot be accepted if they
have received a tattoo within the past year, have
donated whole blood within the past 56 days, have
received a blood transfusion within one year or
have taken an antibiotic within 24 hours.
Each donor will answer a questionnaire and
meet with a Red Cross volunteer to validate eligibility and undergo a quick blood test.
The donor will then have the blood drawn by a
Red Cross technician and be escorted to a recovery
area where juice and snacks will be available.
The whole process takes about one hour.
Donors can ensure a smooth donation by
drinking plenty of fluids before the blood drive.
Doshier and fellow volunteers will be easing
students through the stressful process of donating
blood by escorting students to and from donation
stations, as well as by promoting a relaxed envi-

e want to mak e 1t
·
really hip and upbeat. It's
a good cause.''

PATRICIA DOSHIER, HEALTH LIAISON
ronment in the recovery area by providing magazines and coloring books.
Everything is being done to make the event
comfortable and fun for participants.
"We want to make it really hip· and upbeat,"
Doshier said. "It's a good cause."
Jeff St. John, police officer with Central's University Police, has first-hand experience with the
American Red Cross and being on the other side of
blood donation.
In 2004 during a tour in Iraq, St. John was
wounded and relied on blood donations to the Red
Cross to save his life.
St. John was hit in the stomach and lost nine
units of blood within minutes. He went into shock
and woke up a week later, after having been given
11 units of blood to keep him alive.
"Without blood donations, I wouldn't be alive,"
Officer St. John said.
In addition to blood donors, the CEC and Red
Cross are looking for volunteers to help at the
event.
Positions available include escorts to help
donors to and from the donation site, food and
juice servers at the recovery area, and floaters to
assist Red Cross technicians.

One can get involved by e-mailing takeaction@cwu.edu, visiting the blood drive table in the
SU ma!/ way between noon and 1 p.m. the Thursday, Friday or Monday before the event, or by cafling or visiting the Civic Engagement Center.

Low down on donating

• Females receive 53 percent of
blood transfused, males 47 percent.
• Blood donors can donate every
56 days.
• Each whole blood donation can
help up to three people.
• S~meone needs blood every
two seconds.
• 94 percent of blood donors are
registered voters.
• Donated red blood cells can be
stored for donation for siX weeks.
• Blood type AB is the universal
recipient.
• Blood type 0 is the universal
donor.
• The average adult body contains 10 pints of blood.
• One burns about 650 calories
by donating a pint of blood.
***Facts were retrieved from
maypclinic. org, bloodceners. org and
americasblood. org.

Children's museum receives funding
by Katrina Smith
Staff reporter
This time last year, the Ellensburg
Children's Activity Museum was reeling
with an uncertain future. Riding the ups
and downs of the economy like many
non-profit organizations, CAM is alive
and kicking again - for now.
The Washington State Department
of Early Learning announced a partn_ership on April 17 with Washington children's museums that will include
$19,750 in funding for projects proposed by CAM of Ellensburg and the
other children's museums in the state.
This grant will provide a great deal
of help to CAM, allowing them to celebrate their re-opening with free
admission and discount memberships
during the grant period, from Apri I 21
through June 30.
A celebration for CAM's existence
will also be held May 17 and is open to
the public.
CAM was closed from January
through March while board members
and volunteers cleaned and renovated
the interactive displays in the museum,
adding a construction room, a pirate's
cove and kitchen to the museum's several play areas.
Volunteers and board memb·ers
worked around the clock in order to get
the doors to the museum open as soon
as possible.
"One member would work so late,
he would · just sleep here," said Mike
Mccloskey, president of the board of
directors for the non-profit.
The result is a rejuvenated facility,
ready for energetic kids, and with a
new director.
Don Ingraham, responded to an ad
seeking a director on Craigslist, the
on line want ad site.
"I was looking for something in a
small, rural community," Ingraham said.

Ellensburg turned out to be a great
match for both Ingraham and CAM. He
was hired and started work March 17.
Ingraham, originally from Oregon,
worked in a variety of fundraising positions including serving as director of
development for The Foundation for the
Performing Arts in San Louis Obispo,
Calif., executive director for Friends of
the Sea Otter in Monterey, Calif., and
senior campaign director with Ketchum
Inc., a national fundraising group.
The CAM is a place where people
can bring their children to play, have
parties or attend preschool.
"About 40 children a day visit the
CAM," said Ingraham . "This includes
a~out 10 percent of children from
Upper County."
The Children's Activity Museum
Preschool is operated by Sue Wilson,
along with her assistant Bev Baker, and is
based on a Montesori philosophy of early childhood education.
This self directed philosophy allows
students to experience new and exciting
concepts through the discovery method.
CAMP has been a valued preschool educational program in Ellensburg's valley
for many years.
It is offered ~wo hours a morning,
three days a week and is for potty-

trained children, ages 3 to 5. Tuition is
$125 a month .
"Children who discover early on
that learning is fun are much better prepared to succeed in school and I ife,"
said Distance Education Learning
Director Jone Bosworth.
Although CAM is experiencing an economic up at the moment, they aren 't
clear of financial burdens yet. The
building is for sale, and a recent purchase fell through.
"We are trying to move into a bigger
place," said Ingraham. "One that will
be better for the children. But if the sale
doesn't work, we will stay here and
work with what we have."
The 1889 building located on 400
Main St., is expensive to heat and is not
ADA compliant, so the board is planning to sell it.
Until that happens, the board is content with CAM operating from its current location.
"One of the things Don is going to
do is go after grants for new carpets,"
said McCloskey.
For now, CAM wants to invite people back in, which is why the free
memberships and half price memberships are offered. People who already
have memberships will have them

extended for an extra 10 weeks,
said Ingraham .
In order to help CAM, they welcome involvement from community members in many ways . Some
ways include, sponsorships, volunteers to greet customers and clean ,
helping to create new playroom
themes, procuring auction items,
and donations. Donations may
include craft materials, toys, and
cleaning materials.
CAM is open 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Wednesday through Saturday.
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The Services and Activities Fee
Committee (S&A) heard from representatives of the Bridges Project at their last
meeting for a funds request.
The Bridges Project is a program
that has Central Washington University
students go to schools that are mainly
comprised of minority groups so that
the young students can gain mentoring
and empowerment from college students and, ultimately, graduate from
high school and go to college.
"When I ... first started working I
was behind on my studies, and working
with this program and helping the students stay on their studies made me
realize how much school meant to me
also," Marques Walker, junior law and
justice major, said.
The Bridges Project is requesting
$35,568 to replace the Southern GEAR
UP grant which expires at the end of
this academic year.
The funds requested are meant to be
used for travel expenses and the salary
of the 50 students that are paid.
There are 250 unpaid volunteers as
well. According to Lois Breedlove,
Bridges Project director the funds are
spi It between various grants that have
many strings attached to them.
"I hope that Central will institutionalize the Bridges Project so that we can
have
an
institutional
budget. "
Breedlove said, "However, we still want
... at least some of our source of funds
to be grant-based."
The other matter of business at the
meeting was the ASCWU Office of Legislative Affairs requesting funds for a
new laptop.
The request is for a $990 Mac Book.
"We have three staff and only one
working computer that is very outdated
for next year currently," Vice President
of Political Affairs Mike Bogatay said,
"The computer just needs to be fast and
meet our needs."
Both requests have not been voted
upon yet and will be decided upon at
the next S&A committee meeting.
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DIVERSITY: Students show support for
more student, faculty diversity on Central campus
continued from cover
" I thought it was very impressive
that many people showed up," Joshua
Rumley GALA President said . "There is
a lot of talk about minorities being
exploited . CWU says it's a diverse cam- ·
pus, but you have to be able to support
the whole community to make it function right."
The ethnic diversity rate is 19.2 percent for the student body and the staff and
faculty should mirror that percentage but
is nowhere near it, Washington said.
"The course catalog is a good example; it portr?ys a happy, well-diverse
college campus, but that is not the
case;" said John Simons, Equity and Services Representative for GALA. "I don 't
believe we are integrated enough. You
see groups of different ethnicities congregating all over the place."
In order for things to change around
campus, members of the Diversity Center want to see the curriculum re-structured . Currently, there are no courses
]OSI-IVA RUMLEY,
for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transsexual (LGBT) services, and limited ethnic
diversity courses.
GALA P~SIDENT
The diversity is continuing to push
for change. The petition continues to
circulate and already has grown to
"It was very fake, if you ask me,"
more than 800 signatures.
Washington said. "Why have a Q & A
"By students showing up, it
where the questions are already on a
showed that they cared," Meeks said.
I ist?"
''The signatures made a huge impact
Students want answers, and with the
and it also let Mcintyre know of our
walk a success to open up an opportudetermination."
nity, they are going to take it.
Except for mentioning receiving the
"I would like to see her actually
petition during her yearly state of diversishow up to a diversity event, instead of
ty address this Monday, Mcintyre has takonly making phone calls to give
en no action as of yet. Afterwards, a stuspeeches," Rumley said. "We are havdent panel with a Q & A was carried out.
ing a drag show on May 29th in the
However, the questions were pre-. SURC Ballroom, and we will have a
formed and students said it had nothing
nice roped off section with a comfy
to do with diversity.
chair just for her."

''1 would like to see

her actually show up
to a diversity event,

instead of only making phone calls to

give speeches. We
are having a drag

·show... and we will

have a nice roped off
section with a comfy
ch air
. JUSt
.
£or h er .' '

Public lecture tonight
Acclaimed author and Yale Law School professor
Kenji Yoshino is holding a free lecture tonight at 7
p.m. in the Student Union and Recreation Center
Theatre.
Yoshio will focus on andi-discrimination laws and
their failure to protect individuals against conformity.
The lecture is being sponsored by the Diversity
Education Center, the Central Equity and Service
Council and the Diversity Training Initiative.
More more information about this lecture, please
contact Marian Lien at 509-963-i685, or e-mail her at
lienma@cwu.edu

photos by Brianne Jette/Observer

Above: Seniors Harvey Cu and Natalie exit
the SURC and carry the banner as they
Washington lead students in a march to
support diversity last Thursday, May 1.
Left: Washington delivered a petition
signed by more than 700 students to Barge
Hall as a message to President Mcintyre.
The petition was accepted by Chief Planning Officer Libby Street, who expressed
support for the march, saying, "I was a student in the '60s so this brings back wonderful memories for me."

of'Directors
Election 2008 results

~SCW'U :Board

· President: Pedro Navarrete
Major goals: "To get students involved more and instill a sense of
school pride and enthusiasm in them. I also would like to see the University
start thinking greener."
Executive Vice President: Brent Weisel
Major goals: "To increase student involvement, that's a problem right
now. We'll do this with programs and committees."
VP for Clubs and Organizations: Nick Peacock,
VP for Academic Affairs: Sarah Ruiz
Major goals: "I want to see students be more hands-on academically in
general. I also want to see if there's a possibility for students to get on 10year committees."
VP for Equity and Community Service: KeithJames
"I want to do more to bridge the campus and the
community, bringing the campus and local communi0.0. PRIZM STORAGE
·-·--· ·--·--·-~·--·-· ty together. I also want to expand some of our pro509-962-4630
grams that promote the education of diversity."
1011 W. Cascade Court
Ellensburg
going towards 1-90
turn right after
Rainbow Motel
On-Site manager
Access 7 days a week

--·--·--·--·--·--·-·
Make your
reservations EARLYr

VP for Student life and Facilities: Rachel Simonson
VP for Political Affairs: Derrick Peacock
***Not all of the candidates could be reached by
press time.
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City
News from throughout the Kittitas County and Ellensburg community

Committee looks to make Universitv
wav sater tor pedestrians, bicvclist
by Mimi Oh
Staff reporter
Mayor Nancy Lillquist wants
Ellensburg to become a friend Iier
city for bicyclist and walkers.
Lillquist chairs the Non-motorized Transportation Committee,
which hopes that their May 21 public hearing at 6 p.m. in the Hal
Holmes Center will attract many
people.
"We're real excited to have this
open house and hope that a lot of
people will come and give us comments," Lillquist said. "I'm encouraged because I see more and . more
people talking about trying to find
alternatives to driving everywhere
and people talking about global
warming and the price of gas. If we
can minimize the barriers that peo·ple see to biking and walking and
... somehow encourage people to
bike and walk, then we'll have
done our job."
John Akers, public works director, says that every other week on
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the City Council conference room the committee
holds open meetings.
The next meeting is on May 13.

''rm encouraged because I see more and
more people talking about trying to find
.
. . everywh ere ... ·' '
a1ternattves
to d nv1ng
NANCY LILLQUIST, MAYOR

Akers also says th.at the committee identified approximately 45
problem areas for the city's sidewalk.
"The plan that the group is proposing is to do a test section and
reduce the number of lanes on University Way from four to three and
add bike lanes," Akers said.
A draft document provided by
Lillquist says that Ellensburg wants
to increase pedestrian traffic on
University Way between the university and downtown.
Between
2004-2006,
four
pedestrian or bicyclist collisions
were reported.
The problem with the current
four-lane structure is that pedestrians must watch out for two lanes of
traffic simultaneously, and if one

lane stops, the other lane may not
be able to see the pedestrian or
bicyclist.
The draft document includes
several ideas for increasing pedestrian traffic along University Way.
These ideas include pedestrianactivated stoplight signals with a
countdown, visibility flags for
pedestrians to carry as they cross,
elevated crosswalks, road diets, restriping the four-lane street to
three, raised mid-street refugee
islands and a central median.
The Ellensburg Windwalkers'
Treasurer Lynn Blazek feels that
many improvements can be made
to the city's sidewalks.
The Windwalkers walk for exercise and to form friendships.
Blazek says that improvements

have to be done as funds become
available.
"Many of the sidewalks are both
old and cracked," Blazek said .
"And then, of course, the sidewalks
at the tim.e didn 't need to be put in
at the time the house_s were built so
that poses a problem."
Committee member and bicyclist Dan Davis emphasizes the
health and environmental benefits
of walking and biking more.
Davis wants Ellensburg to retain
its walker and biker-friendly
aspects as it grows.
He says that in other cities that
implemented recreational paths,
tourism dollars shot up.
"You can have a plan and you
can have a city council adopt the
plan and you can have public
works implement the. plan ... and
you can even advertise it, but it
doesn't do anything unless people
use it," Davis said. "Right now we
have a choice to use non-motorized transportation but it may not
be a choice in the future .... It's
harder to put [the infrastructure] in
later. Hopefully we can get out of
our cars, turn off our TV and move
around."

Ellensburg
'1Veather

Today:~

High: 65°F Low: 39°F
20% chance of precipitation.
Partly cloudy.

Friday:
High: 70°F Low: 39°F
20% chance of precipitation
Mostly sunny.

Saturday:
High: 68°F Low: 44°F
20% chance of precipitation
Mostly cloudy.

Sunday:

Mobile slaughter units pending approval
Jay fay Renwick
Staff reporter

Grocery shoppers may be in
luck when it comes to shopping for
locally grown meat.
A bill proposed by Sen. Ken
Jacobsen is under a pilot stage that
would allow the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
to approve mobile slaughter units
to work in Washington state.
Currently there are two state
operated mobile slaughter units in
Washington state.
One is located on Lopez Island
while the other is located in
Stevens County. Both of these
USDA approved units only operate
on the island and within Stevens
County.
There are a few privately owned
USDA approved mobile slaughter
units in Washington also.
Having a state wide mobile
slaughter unit would allow small
ranchers to sell their meat products
on a local level.

GOVENOR'S COMMITTEE
The Washington State
Govenor' s Corii'fuittee on Disability Issues and Employment
(GCDE) will bold a meeting
tMay at the'Hal Holmes Center
at 2Q 1.N. Ruby,,~t tQ di$CuSs
concerns of per:@ons will disabilities, The meeting will last
from. ~ p.m. tP§;tp·Jn·

It would also help them cut
back on travel which cost them
money for fuel.
Also driving cattle in a truck
creates a stressf uI environment that
can make the cattle lose weight.
Keith Swanson, co-owner of
Thundering Hooves, which sel Is
pasture-fed organic beef, Ii kes the
idea of mobile slaughter units.
"We actually have our own
mobile slaughter unit that is USDA
approved but it's privately owned
with no affiliation to the state of
Washington," Swanson said. "It's
nice to have because we can walk
our cattle to the unit and slaughter
them right on the farm, this way we
are skipping out on travel so we
can save money and keep the cattle
from being stressed."
Once the state-operated mobile
slaughter units get rolling they will
be able to travel state wide and
peop.le will be able to get locally
produced meat that hasn't been
sent to a large slaughter house.
According to Korbi Vicklund

who was part of the policy analysis
and research on bill 6955 local .
beef has th.e potential for a large
market.
"There is a large potential market in urban communities for locally grown meat products that can
come directly from the producer
through a farmers market or a local
grocery store," Vicklund said.
·
Terry Swagerty the Sm al I Farm
program director . at Washington
State University-Stevens County
Extension, said people in Washington state will really enjoy this program.
"People like to get specialty
meats like organic beef or grass fed
beef and with this mobile slaughter
unit program they can," Swagerty
said.
During the pilot stage of the bill
the statewide mobile slaughter unit
will be stationed in Pullman at
Washington State University.
Currently the pilot for Bill 6955
will last from July 1, 2009, through
June 30, 2010.

High: 60°F Low: 40°F
20% chance of precipitation
Partly cloudy/wind.

Mobile slaughter
house facts
- USDA inspected meats
can be sold at local stores
and restaurants.

Monday:
High: 66°F Low: 45°F
20% chance of precipitation
Mostly cloudy .

- Slaughter on-farm
reduces transport costs.
- Wastes are sold as hides
or composted into nutrients used on the farm.
- Value of processing
local products stays within the county.

Tuesday:
High: 66°F Low: 45°F
20% chance of precipitation
Mostly cloudy

P
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The editorial views expres&ed are those of the writers and are not
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body,
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be
considered as official views of Central Washington University.

Observance

Missing for the big day: another BOD gaff
outside the SURC just shut off and
the construction crew is still out
doing something with the water
line, I assume, and there's Zeiger,
quietly setting up his table with no
one else in sight.
It's still a bitter cold morning and
he's there alone and ready, shirt,
slacks and tie. That's dedication.
The rest of the candidates,
however, should be ashamed of
themselves.
In running for this election,
they aim to offer a service to the
students; give a voice to those who
cannot speak and, as a whole, represent the student body of this university.
Yet most were nowhere to be
seen. I can understand being gone
an hour or two for class and whatnot, but I didn't see anyone else
campaigning all day.
The very least one of these candidates could have done, aside

I would like
to offer my congratulations to
the newly-elected members of
the 2008-2009
Associated Students of Central
Washington
Frank
University
Stanley
Board of Di recEditor-intors.
Chief
More specifically, I would
like to give thanks to elected
members Brent Weisel, Rachel
Simonson and Keith James.
Another admirable performance
can go to candidate Joe Zeiger despite the losing effort.
These four put forth an effort to
get students out and voting beyond
what was expected of them .
Hell, I'm walking to class
before 9 a.m., the sprinkler system

from the chE!esy posters that everyone else put up, is to stay visible
and direct st~1dents to a polling station to vote.
Just an hour of time for something I assume would be very
importanrto them.
The candidates didn't even have
to hand anything out - they just
needed to stand there in decent
attire wearing a button that said
"Hey! Go vote for me!" while
shaking a h.and or patting a back.
Even if someone is running
unopposed, l'·m fairly sure they
can't be elected if no one turns in
a ballot.
In fact, for those candidates that
didn't find themselves along Walnut Mall should be thanking everyone else who campaigned, as voter
turnout actually increased this
year, by roughly two percent.
Imagine how much higher that figure could have been if every candi-

date was out there last Thursday?
In this quarter's first issue,
made a statement that irked a few
members of the current BOD: "We
handed the unopposed candidates
a fat paycheck on a si Iver platter."
Wei I, not only did this election
fai I to prove me wrong - except for
Simonson, of course - but it
seemed that some of them actually
relished the thought.
I guess some wi II call me a jerk
for such comments, but when the
main goal of any BOD position is
to get students involved and the
candidates can't be bothered to get
involved themselves, what does
that say? So far: 16 people at a
campus-wide debate and having
only 12 percent of the student
body vote.
The most significant statement,
however, came from being behind
closed doors when they needed to
be the most visible.

If the other four candidates put
as much effort into their job as
they did getting people to a ballot
box, well, that's a different article
for a different time.
I really want to tell myself"I'm
out of here in June, so why should I
care?" But, there's so much I've
done here that I don't want to see
fall flat after I'm gone.
Or, can call me spoiled: I spent
my time here working with the
likes of Tony Aronica, Jeff Rosenberry, Lucas Westcoat and Heather
Yergen, among others.
In other words, people that got
stuff done.
I hope that Brent, Rachel and
Keith can put as much effort into
their positions a·s they showed in
their campaign, and that the rest of
them will certainly learn from .;_,hat
Observer Editor-in-Chief Frank Stanley
can be reached at stanleyf@cwu.edu.
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The Observer Opinion Forum
Designed to generate discussion and encourage
reader interaction with The Observer.
Question: Are you satisfied with the results of
the BOD election? Why or why not?
Please e-mail your answers along with your year and major to
The Observer's e-mail at: cwuobserver@gmail.com

.

Recently, The
Yakima Herald
printed an article talking about
the all-too-well
known politics
campus,
on
which
mentioned retaliaSean Guffey
ti on, cronyism
Staff
and
overall
interference of Photographer
several campus
activities by administrators.
Sounds, to me, like another typical day at Central Washington
University.
I realize that politics will
always exist to a degree, but let's
get real, people.
If I recall, the motto of this
school is Doscendo Discimus
which, in Latin, means "by teaching, we learn."
If the current situation in certain
programs was applied to this motto, then this institution is truly '
moving backwards.
A shiny new campus can hide
deficiencies in the curriculum for
only so long. If we, as a college,
can't certify teachers for real world
situations, then to what true purpose does this college exist?
Burning up taxpayer money in
edifices of glass and steel, questionably justified and forced

through legislation unti I passed by
umpteen votes of the student
body? I would hope not.
Need I mention the SURC, but
then again I've already covered that.
Can someone say monstrosity of a
hybrid mall and airport? I can.
Ethics is a major factor here.
One important standard, especially
in an educational setting, is a fair
chance that allows each student to
understand and learn the presented
concepts presented by instructors.
This ethical standard would ideally happen at Central, except certain
instructors that I have experienced
prejudge students and discriminate
solely on personal feelings towards
the student to the point of outright
discrimination.
Now, if anyone is wondering if
· this rant is just my personal feeling,
then let's talk about the other students who were so disgusted with
their individual program structure
and bad instructor attitudes that
they changed majors just to get
away from one professor. A statement in itself.
The big picture of th is program,
hint hint, is that any worthw~ile
program is never easy - it's true.
However, developing the students, the emu ls ion of the current
program is putting it lightly. Overexposing any poor undergraduate
to improperly mixed chemicals, in

a manner of speaking, which for
any photo's aim for mediocrity, if it
develops at all.
No matter what the drive in the
student, if an instructor is outright
predisposed in their intentions
from day one, then an unequal
instruction and bias will be excised
by the instructor, negatively affecting any future possibilities for said
involved students.
·
While the previous instructor
was well-liked and respected by all
students, the current replacement
leaves much to be desired in all
aspects.
Yes, faculty deserve respect, no
doubt, but, so do students likewise.
Respect is a two-way street and
ap_parently the ethics of some faculty do not align with this belief.
Even in the military, respect is
given to subordinates within reason
by higher-ups.
Not to mention to truly lead, people must be able to willingly follow,
not be coerced into following.
Coercion only leads to further
problems . A true professional
leader or educator should not have
to coerce, especially at the level of
education at Central.
But then again, it's just business
as usual here.
Observer staff photographer Sean Guffey can
be reached at flyboyl 01 st@yahoo.com.
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Former Observer
edi:t;or responds to
softball coverage
So there I am, sitting in a
bar at John Wayne Airport in
Los Angeles. I've just ordered
a Bloody Mary and I've got 20

until Jny

flight, ~~gins

to board.

''

The bartender says to me,
"did you see this?" He points
me to an ESPN story on the

TV screen above and I see a
picture of two women carrying another. He tells me the
story.
Coincidentally, I'm wearing

a CentraL T-shirt that I bought
fr<Hn Jerrol's the last time I
was in E- burg and show him.
"That' s my school."
I've always been proud of
Central. I've had job interviewers tell me that they get

more qualified applicants frorn
Central than from UW or
WSU -0r any other Wasbington
NJl~,ge. I reco1nmend Central
to }everyone, and niy< step~
brother is there now.
I have CWU licetise plate

frames on my Las Vegaslicensed truck. And I'm obviously so fashion- defici. ~nt that
I wear a CWU tee- shin on a
bµ_siness trip.

Human origin debate rages on in new film
Full disclosure
first: I am a practicing Christian.
With that out in
the open, I hope
that we can now set
that aside and talk
about Ben Stein's
recently-released
movie, "Expelled:
Jordan'
No
Intelligence
Boland
Allowed," which I
Copy editor
watched this past
Sunday.
The movie focuses on the debate
between evolution and intelligent design
(ID) and how well scientists have faced terrible consequences (mostly involving
careers being ended) for being associated
with ID.
The film isn't perfect and is a documentary, so it has an agenda. Nevertheless, I th'ink everyone should go see it,
because it presents a side of this debate
that I don't think gets adequate attention. I'm not talking about supporting

evolution or.even supporting ID. Stein's
motive was to encourage debate on the
subject instead of the current closed
environment which exists, that Stein
compares to the Berlin Wall.
According to Stein, the science community is essentially plugging it's ears and
screaming "I can't hear you!" whenever ID
gets mentioned. It is a disturbing argument, if it is true.
Most of the pro-evolution scientists
interviewed purport that ID is not a viable
scientific theory at all, and instead is propaganda from the religious right. To an
extent, I am inclined to agree.
In the movie, ID supporters claim that
evolution-involved too much chance to be
a rational explanation for life and that there
must be some kind of "designer."
Call the designer "God" if you like, that
is probably pretty accurate.
They also say that when looking at
Darwin's theory, it is so convoluted and full
of inconsistencies that it just doesn't make
any sense.
As a Christian, I am inclined to agree with

ID on some points. Yes, evolution has probHowever, as people move further
lems and yes, I believe in a God. No, I don't toward the physical world, The Bible,
think that God is science and no, theology Qur'an, and Torah all become less useful:
shouldn't be taught in science classrooms.
they do not talk about how gravity works or
The problem is that both groups keep describe strong and weak electromagnetic
trying to tear each other down and "prove" forces, explain how to extract a precipitate
themselves to be right. This propagates the . from a chemical solution nor how a cell's
idea that science and religion are mutually metabolism functions.
exclusive endeavors and that one must be
Everyone seems to forget that
a scientist or a religious person, but never the by nature the question of origin
both at the same time.
is unanswerable.
It spreads the foolish idea that sciScientific theory faces too many
ence and religion are at war, and this questions that cannot be answered, or
ideal is a bunch of nonsense!
prove how we came to be with any
Science and religion are both con- amount of certainty.
cerned with the same thing: the pursuit
The same goes for ID: we can't "prove"
of truth. Hard sciences, such as physics, how we got here, and I am happy for it.
chemistry and biology, all do a very good
After all, there is a reason why somejob of describing the world around us, one talks about having a particular "faith:"
but with the metaphysical, they become the reason, for those who have forgotten, is
less useful.
that we cannot know these things with cerThere is nothing in E=mc2 that helps tainty but that there is a point where people
me to answer, "why am I here?"
have to accept an answer and just believe.
Religion, on the other hand, has the
opposite problem. Questions such as the
Observer Copy editor Jordan Boland
one above are much easier to answer.
can be reached at bolandj@cwu.edu.

Tlie CuCinary Corner:

Jfaving fine

ship and have provided the
sp-0rting world with an example (,)f the way things "shc.t~l(J
be."
I li~~ to believe that ifs not

just tlr~· extraordinary chat;acter of these women and t-lieir
~oach> §ut the .h;ifl
''intv~r§~ty its~lf.
tion with the coxn.nu
~Hensburg. The close
the stt.t{ient b-0dy.
The plain fact that fl\~re
isn't much else to do bu~iget
'"~]on~ with the people at
d.
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'Works together to

an

a unjversity experienc
ly makes
p~e'shn,
person as well.
4,n,yway, there it is, I'm
enonMusly proud •. I miss Central. l miss the Super MQther. I
miss The Frontier. 1 miss
week~nds spent at Vantage.
Ji~t all said, I'm more. Ji!;r()u
than ever to be a grad~ate

.

dining tlie easy way wit Ii brie

by Rachel Guillermo
Culinary columnist

I love eating Fuji apples and cheddar
cheese as an anytime snack. Sounds a bit
weird I know, but a cheese and fruit paring
is classic French. I wanted more people to
try this combination of flavors and thought
the best way to get someone to try something new, is to package it in something that
was familiar. I don't know anyone that
doesn't like wontons. So why not put
cheese in them and deep fry? Besides: anything deep fried just tastes better!
I like to use brie for this recipe because it's
easier to form, plus, when heated, oozes in
your mouth. These are great by themselves
but adding a little extra sugar will kick taste
buds over the edge. Have fun plating them or
serving them like chips and salsa.

I graduated in 19901 and as
a fortner editor of the Observer, I follow the news regarding
the university and the community, but have never· fe1t the
urge to write until now.
And that's because_['ve never been so proud to be a Wildcat The women of CWU Softball hay~ redefined sportsman-

Brie wontons with
strawberry preserves

photo courtesy of Maggie Schmidt

-

• 1 8oz. round block of brie cheese
• 1 package of wonton wrappers
•Strawberry preserves or any other
fruit preserve you like
• 1/2 C. of tap water
Remove the outer white rind with a spoon.
Form nickel-siz~ balls by rolling the cheese in
between your hands. An 8 oz. block makes
approximately 30 balls.
Take a single wonton wrapper and moisten
one side, then the adjacent side with water.
Place a brie ball in the center of the sheet, then
pull the remaining sides of the wrapper toward
the top, and pinch all sides to seal.
Deep fry the wontons to a golden brown,
season with a pinch of salt. Serve while hot and
with fruit preserve.
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'Peter Pan' lands
on Central's stage
by Jordan Boland
Copy editor
Some say "Peter Pan" is
about staying young. Others
believe the opposite, that the
story is about Wendy growing up. Terri Brown, musical theater program director and director of the
show, says that it is just a
lotoffun.
"It's about entertaining and enjoying each
other and being part of
that
experience,"
Brown said:
"Peter Pan" opens
with a special preview
at 7 p.m. on Friday in
the McConnell Auditori um as part of the
Performing Arts and
Presidential Speaker Series.
Despite it's
title, "Peter
Pan" is really
about
Wendy
Darling, a
young girl
who
leaves
with Peter
for Neverland

-where one can stay forever young - and finds herBrown, Caul and the cast members that were
self thrust into the role of mother to the Lost Boys.
interviewed all felt that the rehearsal schedule was
Madeline Cartwright, junior theater performance the most difficult part of producing the show.
major, plays Wendy in the show. She pointed out the Although the design team has been working since
irony in the story of Wendy's adventures in Never- the end of fall quarter, the actors- who auditioned in
land - which include encounters with stereotypical January - could not begin choreography and
pirates, Indians and fairies.
rehearsals until late March because of the break
"She has to grow up and leave [Neverland] between winter and spring quarter.
behind, and she realizes that there's a balance in
''They're basically putting a show together in fivelife," Cartwright said. "You can't always just have fun and-a-half weeks," Caul said. Due to the fact that
and play all the time. It is necessary to grow up and CTE can only rehearse for about three hours per day,
there's good things about that too."
the actors only have about half as many rehearsal
Brown believes that the message of Peter Pan is hours as a professional theater would use.
needed more today than at any other time.
"This group is totally up to the challenge, which
"As we get bogged down with the trials and tribu- is amazing," Brown said. "They are pulling this
lations that we have in the world today, we have to together in a way that I would not have expected
recognize that it is still a wonderful life," Brown said. from most professionals I've worked with."
Cartwright said that the short time available has"We need to live life·and appreciate and embrace
the joy that is there for us."
n't stopped CTE from putting as much depth as possiAccording to Leslee Caul, director of marketing ble into every character.
and development, "Peter Pan" is an incredible task
"The pirates are awesome," Cartwright said.
for the Central Theater Ensemble (CTE) to undertake. · "Every pirate has a different personality, they all have
"It's one of the bigger shows we have done in a different walk, they all have a different thing about
several years," Caul said. "It's about six times bigger them, they all have different voices. They're really
fun to watch."
than an average show."
The cast for "Peter Pan" is more than 50 people,
Cartwright said that every performer has a differand the fact that not everyone involved is a Central ent way of "becoming" their character, but that she
student adds to the complexity of the show.
chooses to study the script and avoid watching other
"About 14 community children are involved, performances when possible.
ranging from six years old to high school," Caul said.
"I don't want to see a specific thing that an actress
Caul also expressed that "Peter Pan" is a technically did previously in the role, and then feel the need to
challenging show because of the numerous set do it that way," Cartwright said. "I like to establish
changes and the flying effects.
my own interpretation of that character and find my
Lauren Smith, junior theater arts major, appears own ways of getting them through that journey."
in the show as an Indian and as the adult WBndy.
Brown also hinted at surprises in the perform~
Smith stated that musicals in particular always ance, and wants to see McConnell packed.
"There's nothing offensive, there's nothing that
involve a heavy workload for the cast.
''The thing about musical theater is that you have anybody could have a difficult time with," Brown
to do song, dance, and acting - all at the same time - said. "Nobody at this show sits in the back and is just
observing: everybody is a part of it."
and make it look good," Smith said.

Ticket information
Tickets are available online at www. cwu.edu/~theatre!tix, by phone at 509-963-1301,
or in person at the Milo Smith Tower Theatre box office. Tickets for the May 9 performance
are only available at the Student Union and Recreation Center Ticket office or by phone.
Tickets are $15 for general admission, $7 for seniors and students, and $4 for CWU students (except May 9 , which costs CWU students $7).
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ckeez tribute crew

by Kayla Schroader
Staff reporter
Sneakers squeak across the glossy wooden floor of the REC practice room as a group
of dancers, on hands and knees, work
together to master the six step, one of the
fundamental break dancing moves.
KennetiK - CWU Back2Basics Hip-Hop
Club sub group - formed at the beginning
of spring quarter, uniting six Central students in dance. The crew was inspired by
Randy Jackson's MTV series, America's
Best Dance Crew. The first season concluded on March 27 when JabbawockeeZ, a six-man dance crew in white face
masks, were declared America's best dance
crew according to approximately 38 million
audience votes. As avid fans of the wrnning
crew, KennetiK has fashioned its own style after
the JabbawockeeZ, including replicating the
group's choreography for Omarion Lean's ''Ice
. Box."
"At first we wer~ just messing around and
dancing," James Cho, freshman undeclared,
said. "Then we started a crew. Everyone has their
own style and we can learn something from
everyone else."
KennetiK is a diverse group lead by Stephen
Glover, junior paramedic major, and Cece Martinez, senior psychology major, who manage the

''At llrst
c.·
.
.
.
we were JUSt
messing
aroun d and d ancing.
Then we started a crew. Everyone has their own style and we
can learn something from everyone else.''
]AMES CHO, CREW MEMBER

.crew's practices and choreography. Other established members include Danielle Gagnon, sophomore psychology major, Natsumi Ito, junior
Japanese exchange student, Jacob Chung,
junior law and justice major and Cho.
Ito practiced hip-hop in Japan and had
hoped to find another dance outlet while
visiting Central this year. While dancing
in front of the fitness center mirrors
last month, she happened to notice
KennetiK during one of their
weekly practices. After
displaying her dance
skills for the other
members,
the
group eagerly accepted her request to join.

"My style was different from their style," Ito said. "At first I was
very confused, but it was very fun once I learned the new hip-hop.
I just really wanted to dance."
•
Practice begins with a warm up, as dancers energetically move
around the room to a booming bass and one male dancer bounds
across the room in a triple back handspring. They attempt new
moves and assist one another with new choreography. After freestyling for approximately an hour, the crew then polishes and
works on completing .dances in preparation for future performances.
After rehearsing each Tuesday and Thursday night for the past
two months, KennetiK is currently preparing for their first live performance at 8:30 p.m. ·on Thursday, May 15, when they will showcase their JabbawockeeZ tribute.
"Hopefully KennetiK will continue as the years go by," Cho
said. "To keep growing and get others involved."

'Ryan hood
by Megan O'Malley
Staff repo;ter
Finding a band for Family Weekend
seems easy, but take into consideration
finding a band that is both familyfriendly and hip and the search
becomes much harder.
The guitar duo Ryanhood is playing
at this year's Family Weekend and they
seem to have what it takes to woo both
undergrads and parents alike.
The group is made up of two
members, Ryan Green and Cameron
Hood. Hailing from Arizona, the were
once rivaled each other in the music
scene. Eventually they realized it was
easier to work together than battle
against one another.
Together, they have released four
albums, their latest being a live EP from
2006. Currently they are awa'iting the
release of their fifth album, "The World
Waits."
Ryanhood was the first unsigned
band to ever be recruited by Little Big
Man Booking, which supports the likes
of Coldplay.
They have been compared to both
Simon and Garfunkel and U2. It isn't just
their notoriety that made them the opti- ·
mal choice for Family Weekend. Director
of Campus Life, Scott Drummond, saw
them last November at the National Association for Campus Activities conference
and was thoroughly impressed.
"These guys can take something and
play with it," Drummond said.
Calling them wordsmiths, Drummond
compares the duo's abilities to singer
Jason Mraz - who they opened for on his
2005 tour. Drummond also hears a glimmer of comic duos Flight of the Conchords or Tenacious D in their witty
lyrics. Ryanhood has a way of bringing
humor and charm to their songs.
Jenny Eakins, a student programmer
for Campus Activities likes the comedy
element of their work.
"They're funny," Eakins said. "It's just
two guys playing guitars, bu{they bring in
a slightly comedic element."

''This young fella, [Ryan

Green] is a ridiculous
guitarist.
. .

''

SCOTT DRUMMOND
CAMPUS LIFE DIRECTOR

Ryanhood isn't a comedy duo, they
are both serious musicians. Their guitar
playing prowess. is evident in each set ·
they do.
"This young fella, [Ryan. Green] is a
ridiculous guitarist," Drummond said.
The duo mostly plays their own
music, but mix in covers and conversation as well. Past critics have praised
them for their ability to create a small coffee house feel in the midst of a huge audience. Making a large show feel intimate
is just some of the charm they will bring
to Ellensburg.
,
Ryanhood's tour manager, Abby
Hood, really likes their personal attitude
toward shows.
"I think its part of their ability to connect with people," Hood said.
They aren't a group who show up to
do a gig and leave. Ryanhood is serious musicians without being pretentious. It is their accessibility to the
crowds that make them the ideal choice
for Family Weekend.
While working their way towards
the top, Ryanhood will still meet and
greet with their fans and sign autographs. Although Drummond pointed
out that Ryan Green always has a
slightly longer line.
Ryanhood plays music everyone
will enjoy. Their style will appeal to all
age ranges.
11
They're very talented," Drummond
said. "They're very catchy."
Catch Ryanhood at 7 p.m. on SaturC:lay May 10 in the SURC Theater as part
of Family Weekend.

by Jacob Chase
Special to The Observer

brothers, Andrew Bujalski and Aaron
Katz for their cinematic depictions of
post-graduate relations between
Equipped with low-cost digital
young men and women.
video cameras, improvised dialogue
In the summer of 2007, the Indeand a group of close friends, a new
pendent Film Channel (IFC) held a twogenre 0f filmmaking called "mumweek long, 10-film gathering of the
blecore" has emerged in the U.S.,
most popular films of the genre titled
but all of the recent acclaim may
"The New Talkies: Generation DIY" at
not serve its inte.nded purpose for
the IFC Center in New York City.
artists involved.
The event was highly celebrated
Since gaining popularity at the
by the New York Times.Although the
Texas-based South by Southwest film
attention from the press has been an
festival (SXSW) in 2005, mumblecore
advantage for supposed mumblecore
is the latest craze among many indefilmmakers, publicity also has placed
pendent filmmakers.
an unnecessarily large spotlight on
While the definition may vary . the small and intimate pictures that
between films, mumblecore's overall
define the genre.
classification typically relies on the
In 2007, Swanberg cut a distribupresence of post-graduate, white,
tion deal with IFC Films for his proj"20-somethings," dealing with diffiect "Hannah Takes the · Stairs."
culties in love or sex.
Although the picture is considered
. "I guess there are a lot of definione of the most popular in the catetions floating around," said filmmakgory, reviews were mixed.
er and contributing editor for the
"Financed on favors and fr~end
Austin Chronicle, Spencer Parsons.
ships, these films are put out there as
"Mumblecore films are really made
big hot shit," said Parsons. "Everyone
for nothing and the economical facis set up for something more when
tors are important across the board.
really it's a labor of love, they're not
lmprov always comes into play,
expecting to go to movies where
where with other films there is more
people talk and not a lot happens."
of a rehearsal process and they're
The success of most mumblecore
ultil'!lately very scripted."
films rely heavily on keeping produc- .
In the past few years, film .critics
tion costs to a minimum, most comand cinephiles alike have praised the
monly under $100,000.
work of mumblecore filmmakers
"I wonder, would all of these
such as Joe Swanberg, the Duplass
films still be as popular among the

critics even after a production company throws all their money at
them?" said Maria Sanders, Central
professor of Film/Video studies.
"Some of the reasons why so many
people love them are because of
their low-budgets and indie status."
Film festivals such as SXSW find it
advantageous to market films to a
very specific demographic under the
moniker "mumblecore," a term that
was ironically created in jest by
sound mixer Eric Masunaga at the
2005 SXSW film festival.
"Distribution has pretty much
been restricted to film festivals
where the rather low-fi production
values and a stream of low-volume
chatter, often perceived as ineloquence, have given the effort the
name 'mumblecore,"' said Michael
Ogden, Central professor and independent filmmaker.
Fans wonder what the future
holds for mumblecore. Some feel it
is a fad and films will slowly lose
their following, while others
believe the possibility of increased
production budgets could greatly
improve popularity.
"These people should· have a
chance to expand their talents," said
Parsons. "The fact is, younger people
in social circles are most likely to
grab a tape and make one of these
pictures. They can't expect these
films to change all that much."
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by Myja Freese
Staff reporter
Interested in going on a wild
adventure looking for long lost hidden
treasure with Mikey, Chunk, Mouth
and Data? Campus Activities is hosting
CWU's first ever Great College Drivein. The showing will be "The Goonies"
at 8:30 p.m. May 8 East side of the
Student Union and Recitation Center.
According to Mindy Holliday, marketing supervisor, the classic film will
be in all its wonder on a 13 by 26 foot
screen with a 5.1 surround sound system. The showing will be held on the
east lawn beside the Student Union
and Recreation Center (SURC). Admission is free so grab some friends, a
lawn chair and claim a spot.
"The Goonies was the movie of
choice because it was not college
age and people walking by would
not be insulted or offended," said
Sarah Ruiz campus activities. "And it

is just a classic."
According to Ruiz, she is hoping
and praying for good weather, but if it
rains, the movie will be moved inside

to the SURC. The Campus Activities
office got the idea of a drive-in from a
conference they attended and were
very excited about the idea.

photo retrieved from i5.photobucket.com

Chunk and Sloth build a loving friendship based on a shared Baby Ruth.

No drive-in would be complete
without popcorn, so bring a drink to
wash down a good bag of popcorn .
while watching the movie.
For those that have not seen The
Goonies it is about four boys who
come in contact with a legend and a
treasure map from 17 century pirate
One Eyed Willy. To save their suburban neighborhood in Astoria, Ore.
from being destroyed, The Goonies
start looking for the treasure, ending
up in a cave packed with traps. To
find out the end, come watch
tonight, at 8:30 p.m.
Campus activities are anticipation
more than 100 people to attend
because of the great turn out they've
had for the Monday night movies.
They are thinking about putting on
more than one drive-in this year if they
have good turn out. For the next drivei n here are some of the movies they
are considering are Psycho, the Shinning, Slater House, and Fools Gold.

•

8

o Klezmer Con-

cert, in observance of Holocaust Rememberance
Day, 7 p.m. in the
Music Building Recital
Hall, free.

9

o Peter Pan pre-

miers at 7 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium, $7 students,
$15 general.

o Comedy Night starring Alexandra
McHale, 8 p.m. in the
Student Union and
Recreation Center
Ballroom, $5 students,
$7 general.

o Annual Wildcat
Shop yard sale,
9 a .m. to 5 p.m.

10

o Family

climbing from
noon to 2 p.m.
in the Recreation
Center, $1 o per·person, 2-hour sessions.

o Peter Pan continues at 2 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium, $4 students, $15
general.

11

o Mother's Day

O Jazz brunch
at 11 a.m. in the
SURC Ballroom,
$8.25.children (1 O
and under), $16.50
adults, $12.50 seniors (55 and over).

o Peter Pan, 2 p.m.
in McConnell Auditorium,
$4 students, $15
general.

o Fireside
Chat with
president
Jerilyn Mcintyre,
8 p.m. in the SURC
Pit

12

13

o OPRSunset

Hikes, departs
the OPR office
at 5 p.m., $2 single
session, $1 o for the
quarter.

14 11 SOURCE
p.m. to
p.m. in the
0

2008, 4

SURC.

•

•
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What can I say
about "Iron Man"
that 12 million
viewers
haven't
already said? "Iron
Man" is simply a
bad-ass movie. End
of story. I can't disagree with anyone
Joseph
in the crowded LibSiemandel
erty Theater; Iron
Asst. Sports
Man wowed the
editor
crowd.
From the start of
the movie, Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.)
shows that he is just like any young, rich,
single miHionaire in any movie. He is a
player, a wiseass, and is .always looking for
the best new thing.
If you never read the comics, the only
thing you need to know about Stark is that
he took over his father's weapons manufacturing corporation and that he is a patriot
that only wants to help the U.S. military.
The movie actually starts with Stark in
the Afghanistan desert, riding in a convoy
that gets attacked by his own weaponry.
Stark gets captured by a band of terrorists
after getting hurt with shrapnel from a missile. The terrorists want him to create a
super-missile that can kill villages with a

single shot.
The next scene
is almost a blur: you
see a doctor performing surgery on
Stark and then you
see Stark waking up
with a metal piece
stuck in his chest
and hooked up to a
car battery. The
metal piece, which
is a magnet, is saving his life.
Stark is forced
by the terrorists to
build the weapon,
but Stark builds a
reactor that can run
his heart and also a
reactor that can run a suit of iron that later
helps him escape.
After Stark is rescued and returned
home, he vows to stop making weapons
and start focusing on other things. Obadiah
Stane Oeff Bridges), Stark's long time family
friend' and business partner, believes that
Stark is suffering from Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder and needs to stay away.
While Stark is in hiding at his home, he
begins work on a suit, which later becomes

the Iron Man suit. Pepper Potts (Gwyneth
Paltrow) is the only person to have any contact with Stark while the suit is in development. She is also Stark's love interest, but
not his only one.
Stark's playboy Iifestyle is no more evident then the scene at a Hollywood party
that he sponsors. From the second he
arrives girls are talking and flirting with him.
Reporter Christine Everhart (Leslie Bibb) is
one of the girls that falls for Stark's charm in
the movie. She also is the one who helps

Stark discover the
wrong doings of his
business partner
Stane.
Once Stark discovers that his
weapbns
have
been sold to terrorists, he takes matters into his own
hand, or better yet,
in the Iron Man's
hands.
The
movie
doesn't get much
different until Stane
creates his own suit
and the last five to
ten
minutes
becomes an all out
battle royale between the two. Stark ultimately wins with the help of Pepper, and
the two live happily together.
·
The movie was amazing and the final
scene sets it up for a sequel. At a press conference Stark admits to being Iron Man and
then the credits begin. For those that walked
away during the credits, you missed what is
going to become comic book movie history.
Agent Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson),

the leader of the S.H.l.E.L.D., announces to
Stark that there are more superheroes and
that they are working the Ultimate Avengers
project.
That thirty second clip may have set up
what comic book lovers have waited for
since the first X-Men movie, the Avengers
movie.
For those of you that are Marvel comic
book fanatics, you know what I am saying,
and expect in the next couple years to see
movies with Captain America, Thor, Hawkeye, Quicksilver and the Black Widow. The
second movie that will lead into the
Avengers movie, The Incredible Hulk, is set
to release on June 13 .
Iron Man is not just a movie for comic
book lovers. It is a movie for all moviegoers. The graphics are outstanding, the
action scenes make the crowd cheer and
Downy Jr.'s humor is just what was missing
from Marvel comic's most recent releases:
Iron Man does something bigger than
just make the crowd happy, it is saving the
comic book movie genre. With Spider Man
3's lackluster performance last year, and
movies that have only been geared towards
the 15-22 male audience, Iron Man finds a
way to be alright to take a date to. It seems
to have a little of everything; action, drama,
comedy, suspense, and romance.

'The cure at Trov' GTA: IV in review

They came. He rolled
in a puddle.
They did
yoga?
The Seattle Reparatory
Theater's production of
Seamus Heaney's · "The
Cure at Troy" is a modernized adaptation of the
Greek play "Philoctetes"
the
Homeric tale of
Philoctetes (Boris McGiver), a Greek archer being

Stephanie
Olson
Staff reporter

would have been lost.
I should have read about the production
before I went, but I heard "Troy" and impulsively agreed to drive to Seattle to see it.
Maybe I have seen too many action movies
but when I thought of a play about Troy it conjured up heroic images of bronze clad warriors, not black leather suites and v-necks. I·
was completely baffled.
The cast also includes three chorus members (Guy Adkins, Ben Gonio and Jon Michael
Hill) who interject occasionally into song,
chanting, and doing what appeared to be yoga
and interpretive dance. I get it, it is poetry.
But I find it extremely distracting to pay attention to another one of Phi loctetes's breakdowns when the chorus members take turns
stripping down to their pants and doing some
sort of yoga in the puddle.
personally could have done without the
chorus.
Despite the dramatic plot line, it is basically, 90 minutes of trying to get this Column-like
man off a rock. At first he wants to leave, then
his foot sends him into a rage of kicking and
rolling around in a puddle and then he doesn't
want to go, then he does again. The man was
betrayed by his comrades and clearly used the
10 years developing a hatred for them more
putrid than his wounded leg.
The story is relevant, and the characters are
real; however, it was overly dramatic Maybe
without the added drama I could have taken
the play seriously or at the very least not
noticed all the empty seats or chatter of the
people behind me.

Since the dawn of
modern video games,
players have dreamt about
playing in a virtual world
that emulates real-world
physics perfectly. This fantasy is nearly realized in
Grand Theft Auto: IV (GTA:
IV), one of the most ambitious and phenomenal
games I have ever played.
Players begin their

James
Anderson
Staff reporter

abandoned by his fellow
adventure arriving in Libsoldiers after a snakebite
erty City, a massive
left him crippled.
metropolis based on New York City, as Niko BelSet nine years since the start of the Trojan
lic, the game's protagonist. Niko has immigrated
War, The Greeks have enlisted the aid of
to Liberty City in order to start a new life and
Achilles' son Neoptolemus (Seth Numrich) to
leave behind his dreadful past in Serbia. Without
retrieve the Hercules's famous bow from
spoiling anything, I'll just say that the story is
Philoctetes which according to prophesy, they
immaculate, and contains enough twists and
need to win the war.
turns to pique even the most uncaring gamer's
The scene starts with Odysseus (Hans
interest.
Altwies) and Neoptolemus entering the stage
Throughout the stunning single player storyflooded with darkness. As the set becomes visiline, which takes anywhere from 30 to 50 hours
ble the impressive 16 foot rock structure comto finish, Niko will befriend new characters
mands the stage. The two have landed on Lemwhich will open up new tasks for him to comnos, the volcanic island Philoctetes has been
plete. Players will receive mission updates on
marooned on for the past 10 years. The barren
their in-game cell phone either by phone call or
terrain is steep grey rock with a small creek runtext message. The implementation of this system
ning down into a sort of puddle.
makes attaining jobs and retrying missions much
The two devise a plan to trick Philoctetes
easier, which has been one of the major flaws in
into trusting Neoptolemus in order for them to
GTA's past.
get him and his weapons on the ship and back
One of the best draws of GTA: IV is the abilito Troy. However, Neoptolemus being too noble
ty
to
roam
and honest does not approve and later reveals
around
the
the scam to Philoctetes.
humongous
The storyline mimics some of the
current events in the United States.
The Trojan War parallels the Iraq War
which both carried on longer than
anyone expected and both not universally accepted. It is just too bad I did
not make that connection until I read
it in the program after the show.
"5est
In
The sound of a roar and clumsy
steps introduce Philoctetes.
His
appearance is ragged and his leg is
All theme rooms are non-smoking,
wrapped in cloth. The man is almost
more an animal from having to surno pets allowed, and include down
vive alone on the island.
comforters, jacuzzis, large screen
McGiver's protrayl of Philoctetes is
TV1s, a refrigerator, and WiFi
both powerful and believable, especially when compared to Numrich
Gift Certificates Available
who seemed a little out of it and the
Altwies who was a little too into it.
Googlemaps.com>Hotels Ellensburg
I already know the story; I am kind
of a Greek mythology' enthusiast.. I
1720 Canyon Rd.
think if I did not already know the Iliwww.innatgoosecreek.com
509-962-8030
ad and the Greek gods, or if I believed
Email:
goosecrk@ellensburg.com
800-533-0822
the 2004 film "Troy" to be accurate, I

Liberty City. For a city this big, it is extremely
detailed in every way. Pedestrians stroll the sidewalks, vendors sell hot dogs and cops pull people
over and sometimes even arrest them. On most
accounts, Liberty City truly feels alive. The awesome graphics of the game add to the immersion,
including some of the best explosion effects I have
ever seen.
In all reality, I could go on and on about the
amazing features this game offers, from the ability
to go out on dates with men and women, to the
full fledged spoof internet sites that are hilarious
to browse at the internet cafe, or even the comedy
and television shows you can watch. There is simply so much cool stuff to do in Liberty City the
player feels bombarded with options.
Multiplayer is great as well. There is nothing
like flying down the highway on a screaming
motorcycle while the pavement is getting shattered around you from the gunfire and missil~s of
your opponent who is piloting an attack helicopter behind you. Yes, it is that cool.
However, after completing the storyline of
GTA: IV, it left me feeling disappointed. Not
because of the excellent missions you get to take
part in or the seemingly limitless number of cars
and bikes you get to drive, but because the instant I
finished it I wanted to experience it all over again.
Unfortunately, you only get to play games for the
first time, once. For those who haven't played this
game, I envy you, for your journey through the
beautifully gritty streets of Liberty City has not yet
begun. My Verdict: Buy this one at all costs!
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By Charlie Daehne
Staff reporter

photo retrieved from www.shinystyfe.tv

Ranging from amateur shows to the professional industry (pictured), the world of fashion design harbors the hopes and aspirations of many students.

Fashion show benefits club

by Dan Fisher
Asst. Scene editor

)-

Fashionable minds are hard at
work, focused on a common goal of
bringing the Central community this
year's annual fashion show.
At 7:30 p.m. on Friday, May 16 in
the Milo Smith Tower Theatre,
CWU's Fashion Merchandising Club
wi II be hosting a fashion show, the
culmination of an entire quarter's
worth of work.
"I want people to know about this
annual event, and to recognize what
it's all about," Jenni Martini, senior
fashion merchandising major, said.
Along with the values of applying
the merchandising skill these students are learning, the show also
serves as a fundraiser for the club. At
7 p.m., right before the show, a silent
auction will be held.
Donated items - such as rodeo
tickets, ballroom dancing lessons and

tanning packages - will be auctioned
off to the highest bidders, with proceeds benefiting the Fashion Merchandising Club.
The show will feature designs
found at boutiques here in Ellensburg, however, organizers of the
event chose pieces from as far away
as Seattle and Portland.
"It's a ready-to-wear fashion
show," Lana Hotchkiss, senior fashion merchandising major, said. "We
came up with a theme , then decided
what clothing fit that theme. We then
went out to find that clothing."
The theme for this year's show
has been deemed "retrospective,"
highlighting fashion details from
years past.
According to Chelsea Peterson,
junior fashion merchandising major,
aspirations for next year's show
include
showcasing
clothing
designed by Central students.
This will be supported by two new

classes being introduced to the
major, aimed at giving students an
introduction to the design side of the
industry. At this point, merchandising is the only focus.
For these students, the excitement of hosting this show serves as a
constant reminder of the pace of the
industry they are training to be a
part of.
"It never stops changing," Peterson said. "There's lots of.travel in the
industry and there's so many directions you can go with fashion merchandising."
Like so many other majors being
offered at Central, this club allows its
members to immerse themselves in
the daily life of their field of interest
before ever graduating the program.
For some students, this involvement
can serve as a catalyst to their success, holding their focus on the real
purpose of a college education while
keeping the petty stress of classes in

perspecHve.
"Working with the show is nice
because you actually get to experience what it's like to work in the
industry," Tiffany Moore, sophomore
fashion merchandising major, said.
Along with the numerous students
collaborating efforts to coordinate
this event, scores more are being
recruited to serve as models.
"A friend of mine pulled me into
it," Samuel Clark, sophomore electrical engineering major, said. "I
thought it'd be cool, I've always
been interested in modeling. I used
to do some acting, I have some stage
experience."
With the show looming just more
than a week away, the fashion club
members and event coordinators
eagerly await their big night.
"I just want people to think 'wow,
this is cool, I didn't know our campus
had this,"' Hotchkiss said. "People
need exposure to the major."

Campus Crusade for Christ spreads the word
every''oneGodandloves
desires a

By Myja Freese
Staff reporter

Campus Crusade for Christ has come
up with a new name for the clubs Thursday night meetings. If you want to start a
relationship or strengthen an exciting one
with Christ this is a club to-check out.

Campus Crusade for Christ, an on
campus club, holds meetings a~ 7 p.m.
Thursday nights in the Student Union
and Recreation Center (SUR() room
137. The meetings are open to all students and the club has now changed
the name of the meetings from CRU,
which was short for "Crusaders" to Fuel.

KARAOKE
Friday and Saturday Night

Registration begins at 8:30pm

Karaoke starts at 9:00pm
Contest winner receives free Cattleman's T-Shirt

509 925-9800
1700 Canyon Road Ellensburg, WA 98926

According to
outside the meetStacy
Groton,
ing place. This
campus director
quarter is a trial
of CRU, the
run for fall when
change in name
they are going to
was because Fuel
do much more
better describes
promoting.
relationship with
the club's goal on
The meetings
campus. The goal
have a variety of
them.''
of Fuel is for stutopics for students
dents to refuel
to discuss. The spirSTACY GROTON
and revitalize for
itual realm of life is
live and the best
CRU CAMPUS DIRECTOR
one of many topics
way to refuel is
discussed during
through a relathe meetings.
tionship with Christ, according to Gro"My favorite part of the club is the
ton. The change is also because the group's genuine and real love for peoname "Crusaders" has a negative con- ple and I like the atmosphere too," said
notation in today's society and does not junior Melynad Hooton a member of
represent the clubs goals.
CRU. "I don't feel like I have to be
The members of the club and the someone I am not."
students who attend the Thursday meetAccording to Hooton, she found out
ings are the people that came up with about the club during her freshman
the new name and logo for advertising year at a table located in the SURC at
of the club.
the beginning of the year.
The club has changed the name dur"People feel welcome, open to
ing spring quarter and is starting to pro- all .. ~God loves everyone and desires a
mote with posters and a new banner relationship with them," said Groton.

Mother's Day Weekend isn 't
just about spending time with
mom but a chance to laugh and be
merry. That is just what Campus
Life has planned for Comedy
Night at CWU .
Two-time Campus Activities
Magazine female entertainer of
the year comedienne Alexandra
McHale will perform at 8 p.m. Friday, May 9, on the Student Union
Building theatre stage as part of
the Central Celebration Family
Weekend.
McHale _has headlined at over
300 colleges and was nominated
by the Association for the Promotion of Campus Activities for the
2005 Female Entertainer and Performer of the Year.
McHale's act covers a range of
issues such as gender roles, relationships, the psychology of cow
tipping and critiques of college
life. She draws on her own experiences to deliver comedy that college students can relate to. Students and families will enjoy her
rare breed of humor.
Campus Activities student programmers Sara Abouhamad, senior biochemistry major, and Sarah
Grant senior tourism major,
signed McHale almost immediately after first seeing her perform
at the recent National Association
for Campus Activities (NACA)
conference.
"Everyone was crying they
were
laughing
so
hard,"
Abouhamad said. "You can relate
to her jokes. She wasn't a saleswoman. Other people were there
just promoting themselves."
Abouhamad and Grant both
said McHale was able to be funny
without resorting to crude humor
and that she could relate to the
audience. Grant said she felt
McHale played the girly role
well, even though she clearly
wasn't that way.
"She's upbeat and kind of
sassy," Grant said.
According to Abouhamad students will connect to the material
McHale talks about.
"She's very beautiful and it
pours into her work," Abouhamad
said. "She's very aware of where
she is."
Associate Director of Campus
Life Scott Drummond said he was
pleased to sign with McHale for
the event and that Comedy Night
will be a wonderful way for fami1 ies to get together and have a
good time.
"We wouldn't have booked
her for Family Weekend if we all
didn't like her. We got some great
laughs out of her," Drummond
said.
More than 100 parents have
already registered for the event.
Comedy Night in the Student
Union Building will be open to
everyone. Tickets will be five dollars for students and seven dollars
for non-students.
Samples of McHale's routines
and general information can be
found by visiting her website at
alexandramchale.com or searching on www.youtube.com.
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Baseball looks to continue
strong play in last week

Football gets ready for the
Crimson and White game

Track and field falls shon at GNAC championships
Men finish fourth and women finish sixth after last year's strong first place finishes at event

by Brooke Saul
Staff reporter
Central's track and field team
received fourth place in men's and
sixth place in women's at the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
(GNAC) Outdoor Track and Field
Championships held at Tomlinson
Stadium last weekend. Central
placed first in last year's event.
"Things were very good, we met
expectations," said Western Oregon's
head coach Mike Johnson. "Our
expectations are for everyone to do
the best job they can."
WesterQ Oregon women's team
received first place with 162 points,

where as Central came in sixth with
"We did the best we could; we
71 points. Western Oregon men's still got third," Velasquez said. "It
team received 166-and-a-half points was a kind of .a big deal we didn't
and - Central had 151-and-a-half win ." Central won the men's 4x400
relay every year between 2004 and
points taking sixth.
"We were thankful," Johnson 2007.
said. He also added that it was a
The conference also came with
remarkable weekend filled with great some downsides. It was the last conweather.
ference for many graduating seniors.
Some of Central men's team highIn the 110 hurdles, senior hurdler
lights included the performances by · Josh Kirk came in seventh.
Central freshman sprinter Zeke HiH,
"Overall, I'm really happy and
who placed fourth in the 100-meter just grateful that I could compete,"
race with a time of 11.14 and third in Kirk said.
the 200-meter with a time of 22.14.
"That's the nature of hurdles.
Sophomore sprinter Colby Bryd- Unforgiving, sometimes you have a
son came in fourth in the men's 400- great day, but other days you don't."
meter race with a time of 49.77. SEE TRACK PAGE 19

photos by Brianan Stanley/Observer

Top Left going clockwise: Throwers Mi~hael Ostler, Tyler Fischer, and
Matt Valdez stand on the awards podium after sweeping the discus
throw; Freshman mid-distance runner Mac McGrath runs in the 800
meter race against other Central runner junior Corey Cronkhite; Sprint..:.
er Zeke Hill runs during the I 00-meter-dash. Sophomore hurdler Raquel
Gonzelez on the final stretch of the women's 400-meter hurdles. Central's men took fourth as the ladies placed sixth in the GNAC championships this last week at T~mlinson Stadium.
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MARINERS LOOK TO GET BACK ON TRACK AT HOME
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After a hard road trip the Mariners hope to right the ship while in the Port of Seattle this week
For a team that
was predicated by
many to win the
American League
West this season,
the
Seattle
Mariners sure have
a lot of work to do.
The Mariners endJoseph
ed a six game road
Siemandel
stretch that saw the
Asst. Sports
team lose five of
editor
the six games and
shuffle around their lineup.
Once the Mariners landed in Cleveland for their three game set, rookies;
catcher Jeff Clement and outfielder
Wladimir Balentien were not far behind
them. The team designated both outfielder
Brad Wilkerson and utility infielder Greg
Norton for assignment.
Manager John Mclaren, who has taken much of the heat this season for the
bad start, believes that both Balentien
and Clement can make an immediate
impact for the Mariners as they start to
pull out of the A.L. West cellar.
Balentien showed that the Mariners
made the right move by bringing him up.
Since his move from Triple A-Tacoma he is

hitting .238, with two home runs and six
RBis. Clement, on the other hand, has not ·
had the chance to prove himself. He is hitting .150 in only seven games so far.
Clement is sharing duties at catcher with
Kenji Johjima, who last week received a
long term deal to stay with the Mariners.
The Mariners, who started their homestand on Monday against the Texas Rangers,
hope to get back to smoother seas as they
will play 10 of their next 13 at home. This
week the Mariners will see the Rangers for
four games and then will meet the White
Sox on Friday to start a three game set.
The Mariners will then hit the road for a
three game series in Texas with the Rangers
and will be back at Safeco for a three
game set against the San Diego Padres
to start interleague play for the season.
The next two weeks will be important
for the Mariners to get the tide turned back
in their favor. The teams they are playing are·
all struggling at this moment in the season
and the Mariners can easily make a big
jump by winning 13 games.
The Rangers, who have become a bottom fielding team, have a hot bat in outfielder Josh Hamilton, whose story of rehabbing
for a cocaine and heroin addiction could be
the feel-good story of the season in basebal I.

The White Sox, on the other hand, are
not hitting anything and manager Ozzie
Guillen is making sure that all of America
knows that he is pissed off. Guillen took a
line from former Cubs manager Lee Elia
and cussed out the media and the city of
Chicago for not supporting his team.
San Diego is a streaky team, which
they proved last year, but are not in a division that will be easy to come back, considering that the Diamondbacks have ran
away with the division so far.
This leads me back to the Mariners,
and how they can right the ship in the next
couple weeks. General manager Bill
Bavasi made two of the biggest mistakes at
the beginning of the season. Number one:
signing Brad Wilkerson; and number two:
sending Balentien back to Tacoma. Then
again, staying GM was his biggest mistake.
Balentien is the big hit power the
Mariners need; unless they sign Barry
Bonds to a one year deal. He is a young
power that can make a difference in any
game; he has speed and power along with
a six foot-two inch, 215 pound build.
The only problem: he is another
right handed hitter, in a line up that
already has first baseman Richie Sexson, and third baseman Adrian Beltre,

who both bat right handed.
wrong, I like Washburn, but he is nothThe Mariners need a left hander that
ing like he used to be with the Angels.
can hit home runs and only two players
Bavasi also overpaid for Eric Bedard. I
really come to mind. Barry Bonds is one
like Bedard, he is a great pitcher, but giving ·
and Ken Griffey Jr. is the other.
up five players for one is never a great deal,
Griffey is probably not going to
and the fact that he gave up on Johan Sanleave the Reds until next off-season, but tana showed what he is really doing, and
Bonds is available right now and could
that is just building a team that can beat the
fill a designated hitter gap that is being
nobody but the Baltimore Orioles. We
occupied by Jose Vidro currently.
haven't done that well either this season.
I know that Bonds comes with baggage
So as the Mariners embark on a long trip
and could destroy a team's fan base, but he
home, we will see if the moves that have
could also do the opposite; Bonds could be a been made will help the team out or if a talk
big name that the Mariners need to get fans
with Barry Bonds will have to be made.
and nationally televised games to Seattle. He
Look on the bright side though you can
will also be a veteran in the clubhouse for a always get the free promotional items; Friteam that is not showing that they have what day is Mariners gym bag night from Emerald
it takes to getto aWorld Series.
Queen Casino and Saturday is Mariners
But then again Bavasi wanted to put Mom Shirt Day. Then on May 16, you
together a team that could compete for
can get a J.J. Putz bobble head to go
a division title not a World Series. That along with your lchiro bobble head. So
makes it okay not to go after the man
in case the Mariners don't win the penthat passed Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron
nant, you can always say you got the J.J.
on the all-time home run list.
Putz bobble head doll yeah.1 that makes
it all better for the real fans.
It seems to be his philosophy to go after
the players that are destined to fail in a
Mariners uniform. Let's name a few: Carl
Everett, Miguel Olivo, Scott Spiezio, · Observer Asst. Sports editor Joseph
Matt Lawton, Ben Broussard, Jeff Weaver
Siemandel can be reached at
siemandelj@cwu.edu
and Jarrod Washburn. Don't get me

GNAC plaver awards Softball struggles to close season
After losing last six, team ends season outside ofplayoffs
given out for
baseball and softball
by Dusty Kindred
Staff reporter

by Joseph Siemandel
Asst. Sports editor

The Central Wildcats women's softball
team played their last games of the season
on Saturday May 3, at Montana StateBillings (MSUB).
The doubleheader didn't turn out in
Central's favor, who lost both games, the
first 6-0, and the second 5-2.
The first contest of the day was a disappointing one. Central finished the game
with only four hits and no runs. This was
only the fourth time the Wildcats have
been shut out all season.
The second game of the doubleheader
was better for the Wildcats.
The action started in the bottom of the
second inning when MSUB scored one
run on an RBI single. Central bounced
back in the top of the third with an RBI single by junior catcher Holley Ro~sman.
Central didn't score again until the top
of the sixth inning by a towering home run
by sophomore Alyssa Ward. Central only
scored two runs in the contest and ended
up losing 2-5.
On a brighter note, Mallory Holtman
was named Great Northwest Athletic Conference Player of the Year. Holtman is the
first four-time first team All-GNAC selection in the history of the conference. She
batted a career-best .397 as a senior with
13 doubles, six triples, 10 home runs, and
31 runs batted in. Her total for triples (6),
total bases (109) and slugging percentage
(.801) were all single-season school
records and all led the conference.
Joining Holtman as first team GNAC
selections are senior outfielder Kassey
Druffel and junior catcher Holly Rossman.
This is the second straight year Druffel

dam earned a 3 .54 in exercise science and Anderson earned a 3 .48
in mechanical engineering.
Also, senior pitchers Matt
Palmer and Zach Habben earned
honors along with senior catcher
Geno Olson. All three earned GPAs
above 3.2.
Softball received their all-conference team honors on Monday.
First baseman Mallory Holtman
was named GNAC player of the
year. Holtman hit a career-best
.397 with 13 doubles, six triples,
10 home runs and 31 RBis. Holtman is also the only four-time allfirst team award winner.
Joining Holtman on the firstteam were senior outfielder Kasey
Druffel and junior cat.cher Holly
Rossman.
Sophomore outfielder Ashley
Fix was the only Wildcat to earn
second-team honors.
Junior pitcher Linse Vlahovich,
and senior third baseman Logan
Mohr earned honorable mention
honors.

This week the CWU men's
basebal I team received their
awards for the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC) allacademic team.
Overall, six players were named
to the team from Central, which
equaled one-third of the total 17
player team. St. Martin's college
had the second-most with five players.
Leading the team was sophomore second baseman Kevin
Walkenhauer, who had the conference's best grade point average
(GPA) with a 3.86.
Walkenhauer, who is studying
chemistry, is in his second year
with the Wildcats after coming to
CWU from West Valley High
School in Yakima.
Senior first basemen Nate
Rylaarsdam and Hank Anderson,
who share duties at their position
both took home honors. Rylaars-

Gail:t experience that Will ,help in all.~:reas of life. Future employers
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• Open to Men & Women • Min Age 18 • Training Provided • Other Great Perks
For more information

800 386 2324

www.CampFirelNC.org.

Brianne Jette/Observer

Players from the Wildcat softball team gather around the pitching mound after
winning a game earlier this season against Montana State Billings.
has been selected. She batted .355 with a
team leading 55 hits. Rossman led the
Wildcats with 37 RBis while ranking second to Holtman in home runs with nine.
She batted .385 and caught all but seven
innings behind the plate in 2008.
"I was really honored to get that award,
I tried my best all season" Rossman said.
Also earning GNAC awards are second-team outfielder Ashley Fix and honor·able mention selections pitcher Linse Vlahovich and third baseman Logan Mohr.
"I think overall I had a really good year
but I don't think my stats reflect my year at

all we had a lot of one run loses this year"
Vlahovich said.
Central Washington finishes fourth in
the conference with an overall record of
17-27, and a !~ague record of 12-12.
"We had the potential to take first in
the league, but at the end it didn't come
together" Rossman said.
The Wildcats will only lose three seniors next year as Holtman, Druffel, and
Mohr all graduate. Holtman is expected to
return as a graduate student and will possibly become an assistant coach as early as
next season.

OBSERUER CLAS IFIEDS
Make $7,000 to $9,000 this summer
exterior painting in Seattle, WA. or Portland, OR. Your choice.
Requires: reliable vehicle, neat appearance, full time, no experience necessary,
will train.
$7,000 minimum guaranteed!
Both men and women are encouraged
to apply. We are not affi Iiated with any
college painting companies.

Call Twin City Painting@ 360-6365505 or go on line for more information.
www.summerpainting.com
ANCHOR MAPTS 509-925-3031
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 1 & 2
BDRMAPTS
GREAT VALUES STARTING AT $465
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
AVAILABLE

°SUMMER CAMP JOBS for men and
women (6/21 -8/24/08). Spend your summer in a beautiful settiog while in worthwhile employment! Hidden Valley Camp
(Granite Falls, WA) needs: counselors, lifeguards, arts & crafts counselors, riding staff,
drivers & kitchen staff. Board/Salary. Call
the HVC office at (425)844-8896 or e-mail
us at: hiddenvalleycamp@earthlink.net for
more infoITTlation.
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Senior Nilsen tears through
Montana State-Billings
Monster weekendfrom Nilsen keeps playoffhopes afloat
"He's been hitting good all year, so
this is something that is not out of the
ordinary," Storey said. "It's a combinaLook inside the record books for the tion· of him feeling comfortable at the
Central Washington baseball team and plate. Its just one of the deals that's hard
one name appears at the top of almost to explain."
every offensive category.
Unfortunately, the shortstop's stellar
Jamie Nilsen, Central Washington's performance came in only three of the
senior shortstop and leadoff man, has Jour games. In game two, Nilsen went 0-3
becomes the single most prolific player to and the Yellowjackets earned only their
ever wear a Wildcat uniform.
fourth conference victory in 24 games,
This weekend in Billings, Mont., defeating Central 7-5. Central's record
Nilsen had one personal goal in mind: hit after the weekend is 29-18 overall and
a home run. Nilsen got his home run - 19-9 in the GNAC, leaving the Wildcats
and four more.
precariously holding on to a possible
"That was simply phenomenal," head playoff berth.
coach Desi Storey said. "Their fans were
"The playoffs are a longshot," Storey
yelling and screaming to not pitch to said. "I never want to say never. I've seen
him." ,
crazier things happen. The disappointing
Nilsen blasted five home runs includ- thing is that we could be tied with Westing two grand slams against Montana ern Oregon. Our goal is to win out and
State-Billings en-route to being named make [the voting committee) look at us."
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
Metro State, who currently sits at fifth
(GNAC) Co-Hitter of The Week. Nilsen place in the NCAA Division II West
now holds the GNAC career home run Regional Poll was swept by seventhrecord.
ranked Mesa State over the weekend. Cal
On the weekend, Nilsen went a com- State Stanislaus barely squeaked into their
bined 11 for 19 at the plate with 14 RBis conference tournament, taking the final
and seven runs scored.
spot by a half-game.
by Casey Donovan

Senior reporter

Stuart Croff!Obser.ver

Senior first baseman Hank Anderson swings at a pitch during the
Wildcats doubleheader against the College of Idaho on April 29.
Anderson struggled, going 0-4 in game one and 1-S in game two.

"Metro State is going to drop real
hard," Storey said. "We need Stanislaus
and Metro to go two in the barbeque for
us to get in."
Even if Central falls short of the playoffs, Storey said that this team has a
chance to be marked as Central's best
basebal Iteam ever. The Wildcats' goal has
been to get better every year, and this year
stands out as one of the best. Storey said
that the 29 wins that Central already has is
creeping up on the win totals from the
Wildcats golden years of 1997 and 2005.
"We want to break the school
record for most wins," Storey ~aid.
"That would say a lot about how great
this team really is."
Now Central must battle the GNAC's
fourth-ranked Northwest Nazarene. The
12-16 Crusaders have a desirable hitting
ballpark which is right up Central's alley.
"We are by far the best hitting team in
the conference," Storey said. "If we get
good pitching we will have another good
weekend. The thing is, we have been disappointed with two of our starters. All four
pitchers need to be going aggressively
after hitters. It's a case of focus and consistency and not attacking hitters."

Derby tragedy brings debate over racing industry
Eight Belles fatal breakdown on Saturday sparks criticism over treatment of thoroughbreds
Finishing second behind Big
Brown could have
been a huge triumph for filly
Eight Belles and
her owners, but
unfortunately the
triumph turned to
jay Renwick
tragedy.
Seconds after Staff reporter
finishing in second place at the 134th running of the
Kentucky Derby, Eight Belles collapsed
on the track after suffering two broken
front ankles.
Shortly afterwards the news spread
that Eight Belles had to be euthanized on
the track.
"She didn't have a front leg to stand
on to be splinted and hauled off in the
ambulance, so she was immediately
euthanized," said on-site veterinarian Dr.
Larry Bramlage in a previous interview
with the Associated Press.
Now questions are being asked if
horse racing is cruel to animals and if
changes can be made to make the sport
safer. People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) have now jumped on the
charge to try and make the 'sport of horse
racing safer.
Yeah, it's tragic that this horse was put
down. Now PETA is going to worry
about the horses, don't you think the
owners worry enough about their safety?
I sure hope so, since they've invested
hundreds of thousands and sometimes
even millions of dollars in these animals.

WILDLAND
FIREFIGHTERS
No Experience Needed
Training provided
Apply @ 1043 University
Way

Ellensburg, WA
Between i:oam• 2pm
Or Call (509) 92$-1300

EOE

Come on PETA, give me a break. I
guess you· just don't have any blood to
throw on any fur coats lately, so you have
to go and try and ruin one of the greatest
horse races ever. I hope you're happy.
People are trying to act like these
horses are slaves that are forced to run;
they might be trained and even bred to
run but "forced" is pretty extreme. These
animals outweigh their riders by thousands of pounds, if they don't want to
run, they're not going to run.
Don't try to use the whole "whip"
defense now. The whips that are used in
horse racing are tiny, and I've been hit by
one by my older brother and if it didn't
hurt me that bad. I'm sure it's not really
going to bother 'the horse. Especially
since a horse's hide is at least three times
as thick as human skin.
These horses are trained athletes, and
just like any other athlete ,they train
properly and, just as in any other sport,
injuries do happen.
And now you have PETA asking for a
synthetic racing surface - this is crazy.
I'm sure everyone can remember how
well Astroturf turned out. Horse races are
meant to be on dirt and grass tracks.
These are both natural surfaces that horses are always around; lets try to keep it
that way.

I happened to be watching the Kentucky Derby when Eight Belles went
down and I really don't feel that jockey
Gabriel Saez did anything wrong. The
race was finished as Saez was letting up
on the reins and Eight Belles went down.
Tragic things happen in sports and
this is just on~ of things. There might be a
few things that can be done to make the
sport alittle safer for the animals, but are
we going to look at every sport that has
injuries? I don't think so.
Now let's just sit back and realize that
accidents happen and sometimes you
don't have somebody to blame. Unfortunately groups like PETA just can't take
that and they feel that someone just has ·
to be held responsible for this accident.
Besides PETA doesn't own these
horses, if they really want to stop horse
racing or change the rules of horse racing why don't they just go out and buy
every race horse in the world then they
can do whatever they want with these
horses.
I'm sure with all of the publicity PETA
is getting from this they might have
enough money to do it. Actually I doubt
it.
Ila Dickenson/Observer

Observer Staff reporter Jay Renwick
can be reached at renwickj@cwu.edu.
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NCAA All-time receMng leaderjoins Central
.

.

akima native and Purdue graduate Taylor Stubblefieldjoins Wildcats as new wide receivers coach
by Michael Johnson
Staff reporter

photo courtesy of Purdue Sports Information

hove: Taylor Stubblefield runs in the open field against Illinois in 2003. ·
elow: Stubblefield makes a shoe-string catch against Indiana in 2004.
elow Right: Senior wide receiver Reggie Wilson fights past
tubblefield in a drill in practice on Friday.

It's easy to recognize Taylor Stubblefield's coaching philosophy after hearing
him talk.
He doesn't say much; he doesn't need
to. Instead, he instills his principles into
practices. One is "do right," which means
doing what you're supposed to do, when
you're supposed to do it, and doing it that
way every single time.
Another is the "what, how and why;"
knowing what you 're doing, how you're
supposed to do it, and the one that takes
. the longest, developing an understanding
of why you're doing it the way you're
doing it.
All of these rules and techniques capture the one word that made Stubblefield
successful on the football field - consistency. Stubblefield's rout running, knowleqge of defensive coverage and consistency allowed the 5'11" 170 pound r~ceiver
to win individual battles against defensive
backs, which eventually led him to great
heights.
"!·think what helped me was the individual battles I had to win in the course of
a game and trying to make sure I win
these battles and run great routes," Stubblefield said.
Stubblefield, originally from Davis
High School in Yakima, caught an NCAA
record 316 passes at Purdue University
and snared 82 passes for 1,014 yards with

photo courtesy of Purdue Sports Information

''He's teaching us to focus on the
fundamentals; finishing routes, finishing
plays whether the ball went to you or not,
.
c.· • h.1ng t h e p 1ays. ' '
JUSt
11n1s
JOHNNY SPEVAK, JUNIOR WIDE RECEIVER

15 touchdowns his senior year (2004).
said. "His expectations are really high."
Now, Stubblefield teaches. the Central
These skills helped the wide receiver
take his talents to the NFL where he ·Washington University wide receivers,
signed free agent deals with the Carolina emphasizing consistency, the same prin
Panthers (2005) and St. Louis Rams ciple that made him the NCAA All-Tim
(2006).
Leader in pass receptions.
After being released from the Rams,
"My coach use to say th.at games ar
and up in the air on what he should do won and lost during the week," Stubble
next, he decided to come back to Yakima field said.
and spend sonie timl? with his family.
This means focusing; having you
Stubblefield contemplated playingfoot- hands in the correct position when yo
bal I in Canada, but decided to give catch the ball, running the correct routes
coaching a hard look after talking to Cen- that's where consistency comes in again
tral Washington head coach Blaine Ben- It sounded as if Bennett was a mecharuc,
nett, a former Purdue Boilermaker who frequently using words as fine-tuning, an
coached in Lafayette from 2001-2004.
working on your craft.
Stubblefield developed a passion for
Johnny Spevak, the 6'3" junior wid
coaching after being sidelined with an receiver has taken notice of Coach Stub
injury his sophomore year, which allowed blefield's attention to detail. One day i
him to be a student assistant coach, a one-on-one drills, Stubblefield gave Spe
vak instructions on how to run a folio
position he prided himself in.
"Taylor has a great passion for the route. While running the follow route
position, he's use to playing at a high lev- Stubblefield instructed Spevak not t
el." head football coach Blaine Bennett chase the defensive back, and make th
defensive back adjust to what he wa
doing. Spevak liked the results.
"He's teaching us to focus on the fun
damentals," Spevak said. "Finishin
routes, finishing plays whether the bal
went to you or not, just finishing th
plays."
.
Instead of setting lofty goals of the NF
to his players, Stubblefield wants to instil
discipline and pride, something the
could use in the real world.
"That's what I want to accomplish,'
Stubblefield said. "When they get in th
real world they're going to compete i
some sort."
Stubblefield hopes this discipline pro
vides a consistency and dedication t
their careers.
"Consistency is a true measure o
greatness," Stubblefield said. Look a
Michael Jordan and Tiger Woods."

Curtis Crabtree/Observer

New MlS team brings world's game to Seattle
It's out with the
Id Seattle "less-

new
improved Seattle
ounders FC. Sure,
am talking about
o different sports,
Garrett
ut with a new
Shaws
tad
wnership style,
west field as their Staff reporter
om<: and super
tar names, what's there not to love about
is.new club?
.Seattle Sounders FC is the newest proes5]on?I sports franchise to grace the Pacif'c N,orthwest, although they won't be taking.the fleld.fpr 'another year. }he "FC" in
he.SeattleSm.lnd~rs:nam~;· ~ftnds for footall . cl;ub,.or:if.1'th'elJAit~States 1 iisa n·ew

professional soccer club.
.a total of 15, with more expected in the
For those of you who didn't already years to come.
know, there is, or shall I say was, a Seattle
Last November, comedian Drew
Sounders soccer team which was part of Carey, who happens to be one of the part
the United Soccer League (USL).
owners, raised the 12th man flag before a
The "FC" in the new team is meant to Seattle Seahawks game after the
differentiate Seattle Sounders FC from announcement of the new franchise.
teams of the past and ultimately move for- Carey, along with Hollywood movie studio
ward to far greater things such as a new era executive Joe Roth, Seattle Sounders owner
in Major League Soccer (MLS).
Adrian Hanauer, and billionaire and SeaSeattle Sounders FC is basically taking hawks owner Paul Allen, are part owners of
the spot of the old USL team, thus creating the team.
the newest expansion team in the MLS.
There is something very unique and
There will be some players making the special about this group of owners that sets
switch, but it's going to be a totally different this new team apart from the rest; they
level of play. Seattle Sounders FC isn't just a want to put the power in the hands of the
new name, but a new face with a new atti- fans. For example, if the fans aren't happy
tude, not to mention a bigger bank account with how the team is being managed, they
fo lure in so!1'1~ spectacular pl.ayer~ from ... can ~ate th,e Gen~ral Manager out ~f p~w· "'.over•$ea}... , : · .. ~ . · : · ".·. · · . er, something virtually unheard qf iA the .
·.- · ~ Seattle's ·~ddition uts.the MLS teams at · . s arts woM

Putting the fans first for this Seattle team
started early with the selection of the teams
name. The fans, or anyone interested, had
the chance to actually vote online to
choose the name of the new team.
Seattle Alliance, Seattle Republic or
Seattle FC were the three choices people
could chose from in th~ online vote which
occurred in mid March. However, there
was also the possibility of a write-in vote.
Overwhelmingly, the three choices didn't
strike well with fans, and about half wrotein with some form or deviation of Sounders
in the new name. Thus gave rise to the 15th
MLS team, the Seattle Sounders FC.
The Sounders games will offer an
affordable alternative to the higher-priced
Mariners and Seahawks tickets with perh!lps more star power.
.At thi.s;~ime, so~cer· is only .getting ~ig
er and better, iFl'the U.S~ 'The si afn of

soccer superstar David Beckham with th
L.A. Galaxy is one example of that. Beck
ham alone will probably sweeten the deal
for many to come out and watch him fac
off against the Sounders.
Seattle's new franchise offers a ne
experience, sometimes only availabl
overseas with packed stadiums. Beckham
one of the best players from across th
pond, played in front of a crowd of 66,83
at Qwest Field in August of 2006 in a
international friendly between Beckham'
Real Madrid and the MLS' DC United.
The new team will play at Qwest fiel
in or around April of 2009 and this couldn'
come at a better time with the Sonics possi
bly leaving for Oklahoma City.
Obs~rver Staff reporter Garrett
Shawstad can be reached at
shawstadg@cwu.edu
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TRACK: ,lnjuries hurt Wildcats
down the stretch in championships
continued from page 15
Central also had an unfortunate
injury with the loss of junior sprinter
Matt Rogstad.
During Friday's 200-meter pre1iminaries, Rogstad experienced a
hamstring injury when he was in the
straight away, which took him out of
the meet.
In the discus, Fischer broke a
record set by Isaiah Haines of Western Oregon State in 2003. His distance was 51.67 -169- and six. The
old meet record was 168-7. Valdez
came in third with a distance of
45.85 -150-5.
"We knew Western Oregon and
Alaska-Anchorage were the favorites
going in," said head coach Kevin
Adkisson.
The women came in sixth with 71
points.
"The women didn't have the day
we wanted," Adkisson said. Adkisson
added that the women gave a great
effort and gave what they had.
Some of the high points of the
meet were due to Chelsea Evans'
second place victory in the 400meter dash with a time of 57.85 and
the help of sophomore thrower
Shaina Afoa.
In the shot put, Afoa came in first
place with a final distance of 12 .99
meters. "Shaina came in and won,"
Adkisson said. "She wasn't slated to
do that."
Teammate, Jordan Stueckle came
in fourth with a final distance of
12.09 meters.
"I threw my personal best in both
events," Afoa said. "I had a lot of
adrenaline and was at the top of my
game when it counted."
Afoa also came in second in the
discus with a final distance of 40.89
meters.
"It was really weird," Afoa said
about her discus throw. "It just connected, I had a great week at practice and I
don't know, it just all came together."
Other notable stats for Central
were in the men's 3 ,000 meter steeplechase, where senior distance runner Brian Rockenbach came in fifth
with a time of 9:58.0.
In the 400-meter hurdles, senior
hurdler Charles Velasquez came in
fifth with a time of 55.59. In the
4x100 men's relay, Central came in
third with sophomore hurdler Christian Demouchet, Hill, Brydson and
sophomore sprinter Lionel Orji taking part in the 42.71 relay for Central.
In the 4x400 relay, Central also
came in third with Velasquez, freshman mid-distance runner, Mac
McGrath, Christenson and Brydson
behind the 3:19.4 relay.
In the men's high jump, sophomore jumper Jonathan Hamilton
came in second with a final distance
of 1. 98 meters.
In the pole vault, senior jumper
Scott McCoy came in fourth with a
final distance of 4.43 meters. In the
triple jump, senior jumper Christian
Goodwin came in fourth with a distance of 13.50 meters.
In the shot put,- junior thrower
Matt Valdez came in second with a
final distance of 15.20 meters.
Sophomore thrower, Tyler Fischer
came in third with a final distance of
14.79 meters. In the men's discus,
Fischer took first place with a final
distance of 51.67 meters. Coming in
third was Valdez with a final distance of 45.85 meters. In the men's
hammer throw, Central dominated
the top three places with Fischer
leading with a final distance of
5 3. 9 7 meters, Va I dez taking second
with a final throw of 50.26 meters

Nanny/Silby5itter
Ellensburg &Chelan, WA
Carfre & Mark Anderson Cynthia Nordquist"Nana•
Pay/Salary: .375 per mile, $10-$15 per hour, $65-$80 per day
-Cell phone provided for work purposes
-Care for & enrich lives of Michael (l 2), Molly (9 Y2 J & Matthew (2 YI l

and sophomore thrower Mychal
Ostler taking third with a _final throw
of 49.29 meters.
This upcoming weekend, individuals from Central's track and field
team will competing Saturday May
10 in Seattle at the Ken Foreman
Invitational. The time has yet to be
announced.
Adkisson expects Central to be
represented by senior distance runner, Marcie Mullen, Benson, freshman thrower Andrew Stiger and
Rogstad, depending on his injury. He
also noted that a few other athletes
will show up.
Afoa will also be going to the meet.
Her goal for the weekend is to get a discus throw of at least 44 meters.
"I'm not sure in shot put, it is pretty
tough," Afoa said. Afoa added that she
would have to hit 45 meters and 44
meters to qualify but a 45 meters or 46
meters to go to nationals."

Anderson,

-Provide support/oelp to Carrie as needed,

•

-sTARTlNG IMMEDIATELY
Please calf Carrie at 509-899-0949 if you are interested and meet All of
these requirements!

•

•

•

~Ip with immediate care and supNvision of the children(Michael
and Molly do not live with us full time)
Enrich children's lives as much as posslble
When pa.rents are gone, arrange fun. educational games or act'lvities

'

•

May 8, 2008

rp1

Help prepare <1nd clean LIP after meals
Maintain Anderson's rules for the children
Keep environment/households clean (in.eludes laundry. vacuuming
and light cleaning)
Maintain a safe atmosphere for children at all times
Certified in CRP (if not already certified take a chm that
Anderson's will pay for)
Run errands and buy groceries,when needed
Read books with the children on a regular basis and encourage
them to read to you
Provide healthy. nutrmonal snacks and meals
Must have reliable, safe transportation
Must have a perfect driving record
Finger print/ba(k grooncl report required (Anderson's will ~t up
and pay for)
Most be willing to be flexible with your hours
Must be willing to travel year round and during Holldays
{ThanksgMng/C hd~tmas).

KARENBUGNl@ELLTEL*NET

100W.3rdAve.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
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Wildcats prepare tor annual Spring Game
New head coach Blaine Bennett and staff is preparing for first look at the 2008 .team.
transferring to ·Southern Oregon,
Rohrbach 1s return will help keep the
chemistry developed between Reilly
Wildcat football fans will get their and his wide receiving corps in 2007.
first glimpse into the Blaine Bennett
Junior wide receiver Johnny Speera this Saturday during the spring vak, the team's leading receiver last
football game this Saturday.
season with 92 catches for 1,210
Bennett takes control of the Wild- yards and 14 touchdowns, also
cats, who are coming off their best returns for the Wildcats. Spevak will
season since winning a share of the have a chance to be one of the best
NAIA National Championship in receivers on the West coast at the
1995. The star of that team was quar- Division II level.
terback Jon Kitna, who currently plays
However, both Rohrbach and Spefor the Detroit Lions in the NFL.
vak will have to watch the spring
The star of this team? Senior quar- game from the sidelines. Rohrbach
terback Mike Reilly.
has to be a part-time student in the
In 2007, Reilly threw for 3,386 spring to preserve his eligibility for
yards and 30 touchdowns, leading the fall and cannot practice with the
the Wildcats to a second place finish team as such. Spevak broke a bone in
in the talented North Central Confer- his right hand in practice two weeks
ence (NCC) and an appearance in the ago and will likely not see action SatNCAA Division II Quarterfinals.
urday.
Most teams that are able to make
Senior tight end Jared Bronson,
a deep playoff run lose a large num- also a former transfer from Washingber of seniors to graduation. Experi- ton, will continue to anchor the end
ence is as important in football as in of the line and be a major threat to
any other sport and most teams need opposing defenses. Bronson was a
a senior laden squad to make a play- first team all-NCC selection last seaoff push.
son.
However, graduation was kind to ,
The questions still remaining on
the Wildcats on both sides of the ball. offense are, who is going to start at
On offense, Central only lost run- running back and at wide receiver
ning back Johnny Lopez at the skill alongside Spevak and Rohrbach.
positions, but did lose three starting
Redshirt freshman Anthony Stewlinemen - James Harrison, David art, known to his teammates as
Lambo and second team all-NCC "Chicken," and sophomore Micah
selection Sam Himmelman.
Lape seem to be the leaders in the
On defense, the Wildcats lost clubhouse to take control of the rundefensive end Chris Scrupps, line- ning back position.
backer Bret Stray and defensive back
The battle at wide receiver isn't as
Chris Hemphill.
easy to call. Fifteen wide receivers are
Senior wide receiver Chris vying for roster spots.
Rohrbach, a transfer two years ago
"Sam Togar was having a nice
from the University of Washington spring," head coach Blaine Bennett
was granted an extra year of eligibility said. "He's been a real nice surprise.
by the NCAA. With Brandon Stout Justin Helwege is doing a nice job.
by Curtis Crabtree
Sports editor

We moved Reggie Wiison over there.
Matt Snell is a solid guy, so I am excited about our receiving corps."
Togar, like Spevak, also hurt his
hand and will not be able to play this
Saturday.
The defense is switching back to a
4-3 defense from the 3-4 defense they
ran under Beau Baldwin last year. To
accommodate the switch, Bennett has
moved sophomore Paul Haecherl
from offensive line to defensive line
and Andrew Oney from tight end to
defensive line.
"I think we've got some good
ends," Bennett said."Tyrell [Nielsen]
and Andrew Oney are probably the
two [defensive] ends if we had to
chose right now. Mitch Reffett is a
real nice [defensive] tackle and
Haecherl is doing a good job."
With Hemphill graduating, a
space is open at starting safety alongside incumbent Jerome Williams.
Sophomore Justin Gran and senior
J.R. Jimerson have impressed so far in
spring ball and are the favorites to
win the starting job.
As is usual in spring practices, and
especially springs where new offenses are being installed, the defensive
unit has been outplaying the offense
in prior scrimmages and practices.
"That usually happens with the
spring," Bennett said. "We don't try to
scheme each other. The defense is
putting . a lot of stuff in and they
already know what formation we are
going to be in and what play we are
going to run, so I think the scrimmage
will probably even things out a little
bit because they won't know what we
are going to do."
Kickoff for the spring game is
scheduled for 12 p.m. on Saturday at
Tomlinson Stadium.

Curtis Crabtree/Observer

Redshirt freshman wide receiver Nick Kosloski pulls down a fingertip catch
during practice on Monday. Kosloski is making the transition from
quarterback to wide receiver for the 2008 season.
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Full schedule at
www.cwu.edu/ ~camplife
Tickets available at
Student Union Box Office
or 509-963-1301
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